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WHY DIETRICH BRENNENSTUHL, A SPECIALIST
IN LED LAMPS, IS PULLING IN THE REINS ON GROWTH

L AID - BACK
L AM P MAK E R
Dietrich Brennenstuhl has a problem others might envy. His company is growing of its own
accord. And that’s something he will soon want to rein in. Why? “In order to remain flexible,”
says this qualified civil engineer and architect whose purist LED lamps illuminate
the desks of elite designers and decision makers as well as entire
buildings of international corporations. In groundbreaking,
energy-saving ways, of course.
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t started off small. After spending the first few years of his

LED systems from Stuttgart are also in

career at his own architect’s office, Dietrich Brennenstuhl stopped

demand in Hamburg: the ultramodern

doing high-rise construction in 1988 and founded a lighting com-

Unilever headquarters in the HafenCity

pany called nimbus in the southern German city of stuttgart.

(left) were given rings of light with

A newcomer, he quickly specialized in individual solutions

a diameter of ten meters for the

using LED systems. His formula consisted of cool streamlined

enormous atrium, plus standing lamps

designs, high-grade materials, and sophisticated technology. the idea

for every office. And since being recon-

was to produce lighting whose sheer functionality would fulfill its pur-

structed, the classical floor-trading hall

pose in uncompromising form—while looking attractive in the process.

of Hamburg’s Chamber of Commerce

In designing and building prototypes, it helped that Brennenstuhl is

has been lit with 160,000 LEDs in

“not just” an architect but had also completed training as a toolmaker
before embarking on his studies.
the laid-back lamp maker in worn jeans must have known that his products would quickly attract a keen eye for trendsetting products among
architects, and his unobtrusive nimbus lights were soon gracing villas,
galleries, lounges, and executive offices. As an architect himself,
Brennenstuhl had a good idea of what would elicit the enthusiasm of
his colleagues. He was sure about one thing—architects steer clear of
mass-produced goods and they need to be given the space for individual solutions. “precisely that,” he says, “is what we as a small company
could offer.” If desired, nimbus produces unique items for specific construction projects or for special purposes—exactly in accordance
08
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380 light module panels from Nimbus.
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Dietrich Brennenstuhl (standing) confers with his designers in a pure white conference room. They specialize in producing unique solutions for architects and
contractors.
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with the design and technical specifications of
the planners.
specialty lights account for ten to fifteen percent of the company’s annual sales (30 million
euros). Just like mass-produced items, they
must not be too expensive if they are to hold
their own against the competition. “If a construction project’s costs get out of hand, it’s the
furnishings that often suffer because they are
installed at the very end. And that includes lighting,” explains Brennenstuhl.

THE
DESIGNER,
THE DUCATI,
AND TWO
LARGE
DOGS

In addition to cost pressure, there is another

bought the rustic-style place himself—to ensure
that his staff could continue to have lunch at
their favorite locale.
All of the other divisions at nimbus, including
development, design, sales, and logistics, are
now based on the same operational excellence
that was launched in production. the company’s
rapid rate of growth would not have been possible otherwise. the workforce now consists
of 170 women and men, and around 80 more
might be added over the next three to five years.
Although one should note that the urgently
needed electrical engineers—preferably with

crucial factor in business operations: namely, time pressure. not

architectural degrees as well—are just as hard to find on the German

infrequently, late order decisions have to be compensated for by short

labor market as good sales personnel.

delivery times. the time factor has an even greater impact on small
companies if their products suddenly catch the attention of large-scale

Despite its expansion, nimbus has thus far not had to move to a new

customers. this is what happened to nimbus in 2008: unilever, the

location. “thanks to good organization we have quadrupled in size on

world’s largest consumer goods corporation, wanted to furnish its

the same surface area,” says the boss with satisfaction. His company

imposing new German headquarters in Hamburg’s HafenCity with stand-

headquarters, which once housed asylum seekers, has an inconspicuous

ing lamps from stuttgart. A fine thing for nimbus. But the production

exterior and faces an enormous car-washing facility. Inside, old markings

team of around 50 employees could initially manufacture just about

on a wall left in its original condition testify to the building’s previous use.

two prototypes of the desired standing lamps per day. the order had a

But otherwise its white loft atmosphere reflects a creative spirit. the motor-

volume, however, of 3,500 of them. “that might have been more than

cycle that the boss drives, a fiery red Ducati 996 with 180 horsepower,

we could cope with,” remarks Brennenstuhl.

stands parked in a box amid the lamps on display. Brennenstuhl—whose

Fortunately the creative entrepreneur realized that he could hardly

burning through a few laps on spain’s Circuit de Catalunya race track

name literally means “burning seat”—enjoys spending free weekends
manage this project without outside help. “We had to learn how to orga-

in Barcelona. sometimes he is accompanied by a good acquaintance—

nize ourselves back then,” says Brennenstuhl, who is now 55 years old.

former Formula one world champion Michael schumacher.

At short notice he brought in porsche Consulting from the neighboring
town of Bietigheim-Bissingen for first aid. In no time at all, a special

In contrast to the prominent racing driver, the architect from stuttgart

takt-controlled production area with tightly structured processes for

likes to step on the brakes when it comes to the continuation of his

standing lamps was set up along with precisely coordinated assembly

success story. “We’ve got to be careful not to grow too quickly,” he

teams and efficient component logistics. very quickly, production was

says, “or we’ll enter dimensions that are too big. And that would cost

revved up to the target capacity of 100 lamps a day. this enabled the

us our flexibility.” In the future, therefore, “we may have to turn down a

company to light up the unilever building in Hamburg within the speci-

few order proposals—even if reluctantly.” Brennenstuhl, who is a mem-

fied period of one and a half months. “that completely changed our

ber of the respected German Design Council, definitely wants to retain

company,” recalls Brennenstuhl. What helped him during this period

the exclusivity of his products and continue to delight customers with

was a close exchange of ideas with his employees, with whom he likes

individualized solutions.

to gather in large number over breakfast—a daily appointment that his
constant companions, the hunting dog Balu and the sheepdog nena,

the controlled braking maneuver he envisions will not be easy, for

enjoy attending as well. And when the small, reasonably priced Italian

interest on the part of potential customers is growing. the home

restaurant across the street was about to close, Brennenstuhl promptly

market of Germany still accounts for 55 percent of total business,

10
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Nimbus boss Brennenstuhl with an oil drum: He would like to see his brightly painted “Roxxane” table lamp in the Museum of Modern Art.

but international markets are making up ground: 35 percent of sales
present ly come from other European countries, and the rest from
overseas. the first large-scale project in the usA is underway, which
will provide new light to the university of Baltimore. Activities in north
America could bring Brennenstuhl a step closer to fulfilling a dream.
He would like one of his lamps to find a place at new York’s Museum
of Modern Art one day. A good candidate would be the extremely slim
“Line Z” table lamp, based on the shape of the streamlined letter. As
would a real eye-catcher, the “roxxane,” which features seven striking
coats of fluorescent red paint on high-grade metal. the nimbus people
originally chose this unusual color to make a splash at their stand at
trade fairs. But they had underestimated the public eye and were subsequently taken by surprise when orders started flooding in—everyone
wanted the arresting paint job. shortly thereafter specialty stores for
designer lamps were clearing entire shop windows to give nimbus and
its fiery “roxxane” a suitable stage.
If it ends up taking a while for the “roxxane” to enter the Museum of
Modern Art, Brennenstuhl is ready with plan B. “I’d like to provide the
lighting for a museum,” he says. “It’s got to be extremely reserved, for
the lights should not compete in any way with the art.” If his nimbus
products manage to “sneak into” a museum this way, the stuttgart lamp
maker would also be pleased. After all, he is a soft-spoken man—even
if he occasionally gives full throttle to his Ducati.

f
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AIRBUS TEST PILOT WOLFGANG ABSMEIER

E XCEEDING
THE LIMITS
IS HIS JOB
As an experimental test pilot, Wolfgang Absmeier courts
extreme situations on a daily basis. Perfect planning, precisely deﬁned
cockpit processes, and a crew of peers are what make the risks
manageable. This is no place for daredevils.

HEINER VON DER LADEN

W

CHRISTOPH BAUER

hat would chill the blood of any passenger is just

exceed it,” says Absmeier right after his missed approach. It’s his job

part of a day’s work for Captain Wolfgang Absmeier.

to exceed limits. He’s a test pilot. Just half an hour ago he took off

Right before touching down on the runway, he hears

from the headquarters of his employer, the Airbus aircraft manufactur-

the follow ing automated message on the cockpit’s

ing company, in Toulouse. The day’s agenda calls for a systems test

loudspeaker: “Runway too short.” At the last minute

of the Runway Overrun Warning (ROW) system. “We want to exhaust

he activates the thrust lever to boost the four engines of the Airbus

the system’s possibilities in today’s tests,” says Absmeier. “It’s there

A380 up to full power. The plane’s nose tilts upward and the landing is

to warn us if the runway is too short for the plane, and its data is

aborted because the runway is too short for the largest commercial

updated eight times a second.” In the future, Airbus will be equipping

airplane in the world. Barely above the ground the plane starts its

all of its aircraft models with the innovative ROW/ROP warning and

ascent, climbing ever higher before the pilot completes a wide curve

protection system, which lets pilots calculate precisely how long the

to start the landing procedure again. Known as a “missed approach,”

plane will roll and whether the runway is long enough. It even takes

this process is defined for nearly every airport.

weather conditions such as rain into account.

The backdrop for this maneuver is the small and unassuming airport

Although commercial air travel is considered very safe, it’s still very

in Tarbes near the French Pyrenees, about ten kilometers north of the
pilgrimage site of Lourdes. “To know where a limit lies, you’ve got to

important to improve the landing process in every possible way.
“Twenty-five percent of all accidents are runway overruns,” says the

p
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experienced captain. If a plane rolls on past the runway, that can have

the Airbus right to the runway for takeoff again. He wants to get back

disastrous consequences. But what happens if it’s no longer possible

into the air quickly to cool down the brakes. It goes without saying that

to abort the landing? The answer comes in short order. Absmeier

this company pilot is not a daredevil. Nor does he rely solely on his own

has hardly brought his A380 with the French license plate number

experience, which includes many years as a professional soldier and

F-WWDD out of a right-hand curve and back up to cruise elevation when

pilot of Phantom fighter planes.

he begins the next approach down to Tarbes with the command: “Hold
on tight!” This time the plane touches down at the earliest possible point,

Every test flight is perfectly prepared and painstakingly planned. “We

right at the start of the asphalt.

always have three or four solutions at the ready, which we’ve tested

The brakes slam on and once again we have to catch our breath. But we

extreme tests are coming up, the factory team carefully approaches

made it! Here too an intelligent on-board system is in place to ensure

them step by step until reaching the limit. This requires cool tempera-

safety. If it’s too late to abort the landing or if the pilot is forced to land

ments that keep a close eye on even the slightest risks, and that unfail-

intensively in the simulator on the ground,” says Absmeier. Whenever

in an emergency, the Runway Overrun Protection (ROP) system triggers

ingly respond to exceptional circumstances in the way they have been

the strongest possible braking action. Our test has raised a lot of dust

trained. Their education itself, with only four highly specialized schools

on the ground. Absmeier doesn’t waste any precious time, and directs

for test pilots in the world, follows strict standards as well. The students,
who are experienced military and commercial pilots, have to sit through
training there once again before being allowed to take the controls
in flight experiments.
Even when Absmeier exceeds the limits, he always has safety reserves
at hand. The runway at Tarbes is of course long enough for a routine
landing by the Airbus A380. For the test flight, however, the on-board
computer was primed with data that appeared to shorten the distance
by 1,000 meters in order to simulate an extreme situation. There was
also sufficient space for the test landing. A further safety factor has
a very human aspect. It lies in the fact that the captain doesn’t necessarily have the last word on board. “If the co-pilot has reservations, the
captain may not demand blind obedience but instead has to take those
thoughts seriously and reconsider his decision,” says Absmeier. This
approach is a result of what the international aviation industry learned
from major accidents in the 1960s and 1970s, for certain solitary
decisions back then led to the loss of life. Absmeier wishes that what
is now a matter of course in the cockpit could be extended to other
areas such as hospital operating rooms. “It might be helpful to patients
at times if head surgeons listened to their assistants...”
Following the test landings in Tarbes, Absmeier heads back to his home
airport in Toulouse. At an elevation of just 180 meters, it becomes
clear that he’s using the remaining few minutes for another test. It’s a
simulation of sudden closure of the assigned runway at the last minute.
Although the airport is still about three kilometers away, the runway
is clearly visible to the naked eye. An illuminated “X” on the ground is
the signal for “prohibited landing.” Now it’s time to see whether the A380,
with a landing weight of 344 metric tons today and an 846 m2 wing
area on which 90 cars could comfortably park, is agile enough for evasive action. The automatic systems kick in. As if on a slalom course,
they send the plane sharply to the right. They then bring it right back
onto a stable straight-ahead course that enables it to land safely on a
parallel runway.
Absmeier, his co-pilot Guy Magrin, and test engineer Gerard Desbois
exchange satisfied nods. They know that they cannot permit the slightest error. Operational excellence is the prerequisite for everything else.

Unclad cabin in the Airbus A380 test plane: Cables and tubing lie exposed.
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“A plane like this has to spend 12 to 16 hours a day in the air for
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At the cabin’s control station, test engineer Robert Lignée and his co-worker process data from 6,000 sensors and images from the outside cameras.

30 years,” notes Absmeier. Airbus supplied 588 planes to customers
in 2012 alone, and in its efforts to prevent failure leaves nothing to
chance. It sends its test crews and planes on trial programs to Dubai
for the extremely hot conditions there and to Canada in winter where
all systems have to prove themselves at extreme temperatures below

A380

freezing. “We have to fly in every type of weather,” says Absmeier.

The A380 is the largest commercial aircraft of all time.

Keflavík’s airport in Iceland is used on account of its extreme side winds.

Its cabin can be configured for 400 to 800 or more

And in Dubai “we see whether a fully loaded A380 can take off properly

passengers. By carrying a higher number of people

at 50 degrees Celsius on a four-kilometer runway.” It’s good to know

on a smaller number of flights, the plane can

that there are people like Wolfgang Absmeier who test our safety in the

substantially ease the pressure on very busy

air with a mindset that can only be described as grounded.

airports that are reaching their capacity limits due to
the increasing volume of air travel. Its shorter idle

The pilot and his colleagues have now switched to another plane—from

times also reduce transit costs.

the enormous A380 to the medium-sized, long-range A350. Before its
scheduled delivery to customers in the second half of 2014, this brandnew jet must also prove itself in testing—and exceed its limits in
the process.

f

Length: 72.72 m; height: 24.09 m;
wingspan: 79.75 m;
maximum takeoff weight: 560 t
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AIRBUS

AIR PRESSURE
ON
THE RISE
The aviation industry is viewed throughout the world as an engine for growth. The order books
at Airbus are full to bursting. But the high level of demand also generates pressure. “We want to keep
driving, not to be driven,” says Airbus Chief Operating Officer Günter Butschek. That’s why he is working
to make his company even more agile and to integrate suppliers yet more closely.

SARAH KAISER

A

CHRISTOPH BAUER

irbus Chief Operating Officer Günter Butschek actually

remarks Butschek. On the one hand, production rates have to be

has every reason to sit back and relax. Airbus has

stepped up in a sure and steady manner in order to prevent turbu-

recently posted new records: 588 new aircraft were

lence in the supplier chain. At the same time, the challenge lies in

delivered to airlines around the world in 2012 and 914

managing fluctuating demand. In the crisis year of 2009, Airbus had

new planes were sold. Happily there is no end to the

to shift 600 deliveries. “We were fortunate back then that some cus-

boom in sight. “We have 4,682 orders on the books at present—which

tomers were interested in taking the earlier slots, so we could react

means full-capacity production until the end of the decade,” says

flexibly to the fact that other customers preferred to push their orders

Butschek (53) who rose from Head of Operations to COO in 2012.

back,” he recalls. “In order to prevent more fluctuations in the future,

To put it another way, that means an order volume of 487 billion

our sales departments need greater proximity to customers, and we

euros—equivalent to the gross national product of the Netherlands.

must work on increasing flexibility in production both for ourselves and

But Butschek, who is known for his down-to-earth personality, would

for our suppliers.”

surely never have risen so far in his career if he didn’t also strive for
the heights of success. Indeed, this Stuttgart native already has his

Second, Airbus has to deal with an enormous level of complexity. New

eye firmly on his next aim. “We have to become more efficient,” he

wide-body aircraft like the A380 and the A350 are thought to be the

says with determination. After all, the industry is also coming under

most technically complicated products in the world. The A380, for

increased pressure.

example, has around four million components—which all have to be
available at the right place in the production facilities at the right time.

That has to do first of all with precisely those full order books, which

Planning therefore often starts months or even years in advance. None-

can quickly turn into boomerangs “if you don’t handle them skillfully,”

theless, it is becoming ever more difficult to prevent delays in

16
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The A380 has four million components. Final assembly of the world’s largest passenger airplane is divided between Toulouse and Hamburg. In Hamburg, for example,
the interiors are installed and all of the A380s are painted.
17
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A320
Airbus earns most of its income from the A320
(“single aisle”) product family. Sold since 1988,
its different variants have from 107 to
220 seats. The company has recently
increased the monthly production rate to
42 planes. At present, final assembly of the

A318-100
Length: 31.45 m; wingspan: 34.10 m;
fuselage diameter: 3.96 m;
height: 12.56 m; airfoil area: 122.60 m²;
maximum takeoff weight: 68,000 kg

A320 takes place in France (Toulouse),
Germany (Hamburg), and China (Tianjin).

THE AIRBUS
GROUP
Airbus is a member of the EADS Group
and is headquartered in the French city
of Toulouse. The globally active Airbus Group
employs around 59,000 people and

A319-100
Length: 33.84 m; wingspan: 34.10 m; fuselage diameter: 3.96 m;
height: 11.76 m; airfoil area: 122.60 m²; maximum takeoff
weight: 75,500 kg

A320-100/-200
Length: 37.57 m; wingspan: 34.10 m; fuselage diameter: 3.96 m;
height: 11.76 m; airfoil area: 122.60 m²; maximum takeoff weight: 78,000 kg

A321-100/-200
Length: 44.51 m; wingspan: 34.10 m; fuselage diameter: 3.96 m;
height: 11.76 m; airfoil area: 122.60 m²; maximum takeoff weight: 93,500 kg
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has a network of around 2,000 suppliers
in more than 20 countries. Hamburg is
its largest site in Germany, with around
15,000 employees.
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Günter Butschek (53)
is Chairman of the
Board of Management
of Airbus in Germany
as well as Chief
Operating Officer of
Airbus. He is married

PHOTO_AIRBUS

and has two children.

production and delivery. Third, the Airbus-Boeing duo is expected

the company plans to make much greater use of industrial series

to face more intense competition by mid-decade as manufacturers

production. “It’s true that our unit numbers are not comparable to

from China, Brazil, Canada, and Russia seek to enter the market for

the volumes produced by car makers,” says Butschek. “But we can

medium-range aircraft.

certainly learn from the ways that they coordinate suppliers.” The

“On the one hand we can only strengthen our position by expanding

20 countries—has to be stabilized. The suppliers also have to have

our technological leadership and offering our customers the most

their own processes and supply chains solidly under control, their

environmentally efficient overall solutions,” says Butschek. The other

quality has to improve on a continuous basis, and they have to guarantee

entire industrial system at Airbus—including its 2,000 suppliers in

means of doing so lies in long-term optimization of the company’s own

punctual delivery. “Of course we want to support our partners in

competitiveness. “We have to improve our processes on a continuous

optimizing their processes, but also by further developing our inter-

basis and reduce the number of interfaces. New products have to be

faces on a consistent basis.” Airbus expects considerable benefits from

ready for the market at a faster rate. The entire organization has to

closer cooperation – for example, when it comes to raising production

become faster and more agile.” Putting this into practice is no easy

rates more rapidly.

endeavor. For a long time Airbus concentrated predominately on the “craft”
of building airplanes—there was only “that one way.” But now things

As with all processes of change, there are skeptics here too who fear

are being rethought and the company is looking farther afield. “We can

that industrial processes will mean that the planes will all have uniform

learn from all sectors,” says Butschek, “including the supplier industry.”

features. Airbus considers this fear unfounded, however, because the

The experience of the automotive industry, however, is of particular

automotive industry also offers different features and ways to individu-

relevance to the aircraft maker. Butschek, by the way, is very well

alize each model. As valuable as benchmark comparisons may be, one

informed about cars. He worked in that sector for 25 years—not only

thing should not be forgotten. “We must rigorously examine whether

in Germany but also in South Africa, the Netherlands, and China.

these approaches can be transferred to aviation. And they must be
adapted to reflect the organization with all of its special characteristics.

The Airbus organization is now seeking to orient its activities more

A rigid copy-and-paste approach would be reckless.” Butschek favors

closely to the life cycle of its products. That means there will be a

one vision above all: “I dream of target-triggered production and work-

different type of organization for newly developed aircraft programs

time models in which each shift hands over a finished production goal

such as the A350 than for those already in series production. In addition,

to the next.”

f
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AIRBUS

S T O P O V E R AT
A PORSCHE PLANT
Airbus has been working closely with Porsche Consulting since 2008.
Following the introduction of lean processes and a new quality strategy,
the current focus is on raising production rates.

SARAH KAISER

C

CHRISTOPH BAUER

hange processes often elicit skepticism and resistance.

to Toulouse for final integration work. “In 2009 we were still sending

But not at Airbus. When lean principles from the auto-

2,000 people from Hamburg to Toulouse for reworking, and now we’re

motive industry were about to be introduced to the

only sending 80,” reports Dahm. Moreover, together with the Porsche

compa ny’s Hamburg plant in Finkenwerder in 2008,

consultants Airbus has now solved core problems in the coordination

nobody even noticed at first. The aircraft specialists’

between development and production. Dahm notes by way of example

attention was directed at something completely different. “We were

that “design documents were often sent too late to production.” These

in the throes of launching operational production of the A380—right

processes are now better attuned to one another following introduc-

in the midst of the economic and financial crisis,” recalls Alexander

tion of the takt and flow principle from Porsche sports car production.

Dahm, who was the head of the Hamburg plant at the time and is
now Vice President Final Assembly Lines and Integration A320 Family.

Not only have the processes at the Airbus plant in Hamburg become

“Our focus was not on lean or operational excellence.” But that quickly

more efficient, but production is now also leaner at the Nantes site. “The

changed when successes became evident within a very short period

Porsche consultants didn’t try to impose a set strategy, but instead first

of time. Following a tough “5S” campaign in which whole truckloads

took the time to understand where our difficulties lay,” says Jean-Claude

of erroneous or obsolete materials were identified and carted off,

Schoepf, who directs the plant in western France where the center wing

clarity suddenly returned to the tight production spaces. “Those initial

box—the heart of the Airbus aircraft—is made. “They motivated our

visible successes were what rekindled the team’s enthusiasm for

teams to make changes and gave us the key methods for doing so.

improvement,” says Dahm, “and we started to look more closely at

And they also supported further qualification of our employees, so that

the opportunities provided by operational excellence.”

we can now work with the new system on our own.” Following its successes in production, the Nantes site then focused on improvements

Since then Airbus and Porsche Consulting have worked together on a

in quality. A pilot project led by the board member in charge of quality

wide range of projects concerning production, logistics, procurement,

put a new quality management system called “Q6” into practice. “The

and quality as well as change management and employee qualifica-

strategy is based on what are called quality gates,” says Joachim Kirsch,

tion. In the beginning they focused on lean production processes. For

a partner at Porsche Consulting. “These inspection points enable errors

example, the production processes for the A380 were stabilized such

to be prevented or at least to be identified and eliminated at an early

that complete sections of the plane are now shipped from Hamburg

stage. The strategy also prioritizes quality issues and addresses

p
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“IN ESSENCE, IT’S
ALWAYS A MATTER OF
EXAMINING A PROBLEM
AND BREAKING IT
DOWN INTO PIECES YOU
CAN DEAL WITH.”
them in structured form.” Important roles are also played by indices,

managers to Porsche’s state-of-the-art plant in Leipzig, considered a

standards, employee qualification, and managing the quality processes

model of efficiency worldwide. Practical first-hand lessons were to be

on the “shop floor” (see adjacent diagram). Thanks to the new strategy,

had right at the production lines where the Cayenne and Panamera

quality costs at the Nantes site were reduced by 15 percent a year.

models are produced and where the new Macan will join them as of

It was then rolled out at 26 additional plants in Europe, where costs

late 2013. “To really grasp that things can run differently than they

decreased by an average of 32 percent a year. This quality method also

do right now, we need the chance to actually see and feel it,” says

works on a trans-sector basis, such as in airline catering at Lufthansa

Dahm. “Following this visit, we all realized that we still have a long

Sky Chefs (see “High-Flying Cuisine for High Flyers” on page 62).

way to go and that we can adapt and use a lot of what is done in the
automotive industry.” Absolute transparency is an important principle

Porsche consultants are currently still helping Airbus to increase

in Porsche’s work—and is also valuable for Airbus. “In essence, it’s

production rates for the A320 family from 38 to 42 planes a month.

always a matter of examining a problem and breaking it down into pieces

“We used an audit-type approach to analyze all the processes in

you can deal with,” observes Dahm. “In particular, what we learned

detail, and compared them to benchmark values to generate transpar-

from Porsche was to work together in teams with as many different

ency about the feasibility of increasing the rates,” says Patrick Härter,

specialties as possible.”

Principal at Porsche Consulting. For instance, the consultants identified
the systems installation unit in Hangar 8 at the Hamburg plant as having

Industry expert Kirsch is convinced that aviation can learn much more

a counterproductive bottle-neck effect. Here, sections of the rear

from the automotive sector. “Performance levels in the entire industry

fuselage are delivered from three production lines and equipped with

could be raised significantly if manufacturers and operators worked

electronic systems and cables at ten work stations. These parts are

more closely together,” he says. “Our vision of a “new chain” is based

then sent to six production lines in Hamburg, Toulouse, and Tianjin for

on the idea that trans-company value streams can be optimized by

further processing. With seventeen shifts a week, capacity was push-

having all the relevant players on the market work together. Major

ing the limit—but the parts still piled up in the hangar. “To deal with

prerequisites here include shared aims, integrated processes, and open-

these bottlenecks we restructured the content of the jobs and added

ness and trust among the partners.” This benefits everyone involved.

an eleventh work station,” explains Härter. “And we also reduced the

For the manufacturers, new technologies become profitable sooner.

takt from seven to six and a half hours.”

Maintenance companies improve the processes in their service networks. And the airlines increase their productivity as well—despite

A helpful step in putting all of these changes into practice consisted

their dynamic environment. “What all of this leads to,” says Kirsch,

of an unusual company excursion, namely, a visit by 150 Airbus

“is an increase in the efficiency of the overall system.”
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AIM: DISCOVERING DEVIATIONS FROM THE TARGET

Q1 – Quality gates & control loops

A

B

Introduction of quality gates

A

B

Feedback on sources of error

Q2 – Problem-solving process
1
2
3
4

…
…
…
…

+
+
+
+

Error prioritization

Structured problem-solving

Q3 – Indices

Q4 – Standardization

Index monitoring

Standardization for sustainability

Q5 – Qualification

Q6 – Shop floor management

Employee qualification

Stabilization via shop floor management
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Bentley prunes its
IT processes for efficiency

photo_bentley

the
masterminds
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A quickly expanding company often requires considerable IT support. As a result,
information scientists may have to contend with a project bottleneck. But Bentley
has solved the problem: departments now work together with IT experts
in deciding what will be pushed through the eye of the needle—and when.

ULF J. FROITZHEIM

B

entley Motors is on a successful course. In 2012 the

as well. Such requests frequently include large-scale projects that, for

British luxury brand sold 22 percent more sedans,

reasons of capacity, have had to be postponed more than once. They

coupes, and convertibles than in 2011—a total of 8,510

also include small projects with large-scale effects—projects that would

vehicles. The convertible version of the Continental GT

have been completed if the developer in charge weren’t actively involved

has proven to be a true favorite among customers in the

in a larger project. There are “must-do” projects, such as those required

important growth markets of the USA and China. Nearly one in three

for implementing legal changes, and “can-do” projects that help smooth

buyers in 2012 selected this new convertible, whose most power-

out some of the bumps in a business process. However, what is often

ful “Speed” version featuring a 12-cylinder twin-turbo engine brings

missing in practice is an authoritative, clearly regulated decision-making

625 horsepower to the road. Because of the success of its top models

process that ensures that departmental objectives do not inadvertently

in particular, the company increased its revenues by nearly 30 percent.

take precedence over the good of the company.

Reports from Crewe, a town situated within the triangle formed by

Bentley, too, was confronted with this challenge—and sought out

Manchester, Liverpool, and Birmingham—which has also been the pro-

Porsche Consulting for guidance. How should a process be designed

duction site for the Windsor family’s vehicles of state since 1946—also

so that the IT systems can be further developed as optimally as pos-

envision a strong rate of growth for the years to come. The manage-

sible? And what does this mean for the employees and how they work?

ment of Bentley, a subsidiary of VW, is not interested in compromises.

“Neither departments nor IT experts were particularly happy before we

It regularly assesses not only the satisfaction of its customers but also

started the project,” recalls Dr. Roy Sauer—who has a Ph.D. in mechani-

of its employees. Bentley was recently honored as one of Britain’s Top

cal engineering and is a quality control expert—as he thinks back to

Employers on account of its good working atmosphere.

when he began working in Crewe. This became crystal clear when IT
experts and their important in-house “customers” were surveyed regarding their thoughts on the role of the IT department: “When it came to

THE SENSITIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM

defining business processes, some primarily expected technical specifications, while others had anticipatory support in mind.“ The IT experts,
on the other hand, asked themselves where they were supposed to fit in

In order for its business strategy to work, however, Bentley not only

on the scale between order programming and business administration.

has to make luxury sedans, sports coupes, convertibles, and perhaps

Moreover, priorities frequently changed. “Projects were often brought

soon also SUVs that meet the taste of target groups in markets as

to a sudden halt,” Sauer notes, “because it turned out that they were

diverse as China, Russia, the USA, and the oil-producing nations of

not in fact that important or urgent. And it’s always annoying when

the Middle East. To do so, it also needs all manner of software. “IT is

something like that happens to your project.”

in effect the company’s nervous system,” says Dr. Roy Sauer, Chief
Information Officer (CIO) at headquarters. “It lays the technical foundations for the business processes that add value.” Contrary to the prom-

FOCUSING ON THE BUSINESS PROCESS

ises made by some providers, the required applications are rarely ready
for use right off the shelf. This means that these applications have to
be adapted in the business processes for most tasks.

The conclusion of this baseline study indicated considerable potential
for the 4,000-employee company: the IT organization worked

The more dynamic a company’s development the greater its require-

pragmatically, but overall it was too technology-oriented and

ments for customized solutions. IT experts can find themselves inun-

insufficiently systematic and proactive. Its overall focus was on ensuring

dated with requests from various departments, because viewed subjec-

day-to-day IT operations. Staff members shied away from saying no

tively, each request is very important and of course extremely urgent

to departmental requests that—upon closer examination of the

p
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“AFTER ALL,
THE IT DEPARTMENT
IS THE COMPANY’S
‘NERVOUS SYSTEM’ ”
DR. ROY SAUER
Chief Information Officer (CIO)
at Bentley headquarters in Crewe

development outlay—were not worth pursuing. Principal Kashif Ansari,

requested projects. To make sure that no one is omitted, every depart-

project manager Dr. Stephen Hellhammer, and their team of Porsche

ment is included in the decision process. To ensure that the procedure is

consultants therefore collaborated with Sauer’s team and his in-house

as objective as possible, each manager uses a specified list of criteria

Bentley customers to develop an IT governance process: a structured,

to state in writing how his or her proposed project would benefit the

systematic, and above all long-term course of action for apportioning

company. The projects are then ranked according to a point system.

the limited staff capacities among large and smaller IT projects. “The

Must-do projects, which implement new laws or strategic management

goal was explicit: to enhance the effectiveness of the existing IT team,

resolutions, are given the most weight. Can-do projects are primarily

while always keeping firmly in mind that employee satisfaction is one of

ranked according to business case, in other words, according to the

the company’s strategic goals,” says Ansari. To achieve this, the first

expected contribution to the strategic company goals. All of this ensures

step was to define guidelines for the new IT organization. The proven

that in the battle over division of IT resources, the biggest piece of

process model was adapted to the IT landscape at Bentley, and then

the pie no longer goes to the loudest department. And the traditional

tasks were reassigned. The new organizational structure is flatter; only

FIFO (first in first out) model, in which everything proceeds according

two of the previous three hierarchical levels remain. Teams now have up

to who is first in line, has now been consigned to the past as well.

to twelve members, with team managers reporting directly to CIO Sauer.
The system adopted by the IT Board, known as rolling portfolio planning,
Only one-fourth of Bentley IT employees have not been affected by this

is flexible enough to open up spontaneous opportunities for smaller

reorganization: they still work on the same team for the same super-

projects: point values are not for perpetuity; if conditions change,

visor and on the same topics. Everyone else either has a new super-

the board can respond at any time to accommodate them. At the

visor, has joined a new team—or both. 15 percent of employees also

time that project priorities are established, an estimate is also made

have different tasks than previously. The restructuring process has

regarding the number of person days and the particular skills that will

already resulted in tangible improvements for employees: “Cooperation

be needed; this minimizes the risk that a project will be cancelled.

between the IT department and specialist divisions has unquestionably
improved,” says Sauer.

Dr. Roy Sauer is satisfied with the results of a trial run with the sales
and marketing department as a pilot customer. And more than that:
cooperation amongst colleagues sitting together in a round-table

CUTTING IN LINE? NOT ANY MORE

discussion encourages greater comprehension on the part of division
managers as to how IT experts work, what they can do, and what they
cannot do: “People now understand more clearly that we have only so

The other major change is the introduction of an “IT Board.” Managers

many resources,” says the Bentley IT boss. In an era where there seems

representing the IT department and “customers” periodically hold a

to be a cheap app on the Internet for just about anything imaginable,

round-table discussion to set priorities for processing upcoming or

it’s all too easy to forget this basic fact.
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DESCRIPTION
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!!!

STEP 2
VALUE CALCULATION
1
2
3
4

Business IT representative makes
value calculation and internal
prioritization with business manager

STEP 4
EVALUATION
Major project
(Step 5)
Minor change
(Step 8)

KAM decides if request is
change or project and designates
IT project manager and team

STEP 6
CONTROLLING

£

£

Controlling / ﬁnancial
evaluation planning against
available resources

STEP 8
IMPLEMENTATION

Budget is approved and
capacities are reserved:
project speciﬁcation and design

Business IT representative
captures requirements
with stakeholder

STEP 3
PROPOSAL

All project and change
requests are discussed
between the business and
key account manager (KAM)

STEP 5
COST CALCULATION

Estimation of required resources,
skills, and project milestones by
designated project team

STEP 7
APPROVAL

IN THE
FUTURE ONE
PROCESS WILL
BE IN PLACE
FOR ALL
PROJECT
REQUESTS
FROM
INDIVIDUAL
BUSINESS
AREAS

Regular steering board with business
managers and CIO approves new
projects/capacity plan

© Porsche Consulting
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MODULAR MATRIX MAKES
INDIVIDUAL WIShES AFFORDABLE

UNIQUE
VERSUS
UNIFORM
Actually it doesn’t pay off: customers are demanding ever more individualized products,
higher quality, and unfailing delivery—and rock-bottom prices at the same time. This is
generating harsh competition among companies, whose options are already limited given
the enormous price pressures from globalization. The only way out is to make products
and processes even more eﬃcient. And to consistently eliminate all unnecessary complexity.
Felix Wolf, a maker of men’s suits, learned this the hard way. That was not his intention,
but it has in fact paid off. Today he sells made-to-measure suits using a modular matrix
(in German often called a “Baukasten”). These comparatively low-priced but high-quality items
are selling like hotcakes.

KATHARINA BECKER

OLAF HERMANN
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G

rey is always good. Black usually works too. Blue

possibilities and we underestimated the complexity,” he explains. The

as well. The well-lit loft with black walls contains

virtually unlimited permutations of shape, components, and alteration

rack upon rack of men’s suits. Customers seeking

for customers sent costs soaring. Three or four seamstresses could

comparatively affordable prices at “FELIX W.” men’s

not meet the quality offered by tailoring operations with specialists for

clothing stores in Stuttgart, Munich, or Zurich will

every thing from collars to button facings. All in all, a modular matrix

find understated ele gance—often in the form of

complete packages including the right shirt, tie, and handkerchief

is a good concept, but it only works if it can be put into practice with
the right strategy and requisite efficiency.

for a two-piece suit. Fashion advice is provided free of charge,

as is espresso. The main store sells around 10,000 suits a year.

Companies that don’t manage to master the sheer variety of customer

Instead of settling for products off the rack, customers put together

desires will run aground on their own degree of complexity. “Each new

their own suits with the help of expert advice: relaxed or snug fits,

variant costs money—in purchasing, sales, logistics, production, and

simple or flashy linings, narrow or pointed lapels. While costly tailor-

even invoicing,” says Frank Seuster, principal product optimization at

made suits might fit like a glove, patrons of made-to-measure

Porsche Consulting. “The trick lies in keeping internal variety under con-

clothing à la FELIX W. try on different ready-made components

trol in order to offer attractively priced products.” There are different

of jackets and pants from a modular suit matrix until everything fits.

ways to manage complexity, including common parts strategy, module,

True, a tailor-made suit would fit to a T, but one from this modular

and platform strategies, as well as the modular matrix familiar from the

matrix comes very, very close to that ideal.

automobile industry (page 33). The Swedish furniture company Ikea, for
example, uses a common parts strategy wherever possible in order to

When the Felix Wolf fashion company launched its modular matrix

reduce product complexity. The same screws, plugs, and shelf mounts

strategy in 2008, the first thing it did was to flop. Business associates

can be found in all of Ikea’s bookshelves, kitchen cupboards, and

had been excited about the possibility of greater flexibility and lower

bathroom cabinets worldwide.

costs that could yield attractive, individualized products for customers.
It can’t be that hard, Wolf thought. “So we took our somber suit factory

Both the module and platform strategies seek to generate as many syn-

and turned it into a workshop. The first thing we did was to paint all the

ergies as possible. Modules are independent functional units used as

rooms white: not just the walls but also the floors, and even the sewing

a common basis for as many products as possible. A modular matrix,

machines—everything, in fact. That was considered terribly chic at the

however, can achieve a considerably greater range of variety—from the

time. And we purchased top-of-the-line machines at outrageous prices.”

same low degree of internal variety. This principle can be applied to

But white and spotless were not enough on their own. Wolf shakes his

different industries, from shipbuilders to machinery makers, and from

head on recalling that period. “We were enthralled by the technical

chemical companies to producers of everything from prefabricated
homes to muesli. The “mymuesli” company, for example, lets customers
create their breakfast cereals at the computer from over 80 ingredients
including amaranth flakes, chocolate-covered espresso beans, shredded coconut, and walnuts. The 566 quadrillion possibilities will exceed
the lifetime capacities of even the most determined breakfast lover.
“A modular matrix combines platforms, modules, and common parts
within a shared architecture,” says Seuster. It all starts with the question of what the customer wants. When lists of products with their
special features and individual parts start covering entire walls, the
excessive complexity simply cannot be ignored. “It often happens that
95 percent of a product’s variants account for only five percent of
total sales,” notes Seuster. Following this “aha” experience, the Viega
company streamlined its range of sanitary and heating systems with
the help of Porsche Consulting, reducing some of its variety by more
than 30 percent. Moreover, it no longer needed to expand its high-bay
warehouse. The lower level of administrative costs freed up resources
that are now being used to develop new and innovative products.
Once the product range has been streamlined, the next step is to
design the structure of the modular matrix. The first question that
must be answered is what product features must be varied in order to

Stuttgart-based clothing entrepreneur Felix Wolf uses a modular

meet different customer needs. Another question is what can be stan-

matrix principle to offer customers made-to-measure suits and shirts.

dardized without turning customers off. A modular matrix is therefore

Despite the rocky start, the business is now profitable.

designed to allow product variants to be configured in a simple

30
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A modular matrix follows clear rules to keep internal complexity under control. A tightly fitting jacket, for example, uses precisely specified figures for minimum
and maximum chest circumference. The interfaces are also defined, such as where the sleeves and collars are placed, and where stitches or adhesives are used.
31
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B
A
Product
strategy
input
Content

n

n

Results

n

n

Generate synergies
and anchor them in
the company culture

Design the module/
platform or modular
matrix management

Define strategic and
technical targets

n

Analyze and demonstrate
profitability
Specify company targets
Define the product
architecture (module,
platform, modular matrix)

Decisional foundation for
introducing complexity
management
Specified architecture

n
n
n

Define the processes
Design the organization
Identify system support
based on individual demand

n

n

n

n

Process model, including
roles and responsibilities,
structural organization,
and IT system requirements

n

Anchor individual
processes
Continuously monitor and
measure synergies
Expand synergies
in production

Maximize synergy effects

Product
implementation

To set up an efficient complexity management system,
three main fields of action are delineated
Activity field 1
Potential generated by complexity management
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Three-stage reduction in product complexity

Reducing costs by
using common parts
to reduce variety

Activity field 2

Rapidly expanding
the product range via
modularization

Activity field 3

Minimizing costs and
maximizing variation by
using a modular matrix

Modular matrix strategy
Module/platform strategy
Common parts strategy
Products with low complexity and variety

Degree of product differentiation

Products with medium complexity and variety
Products with high complexity and variety
Steps toward achieving a modular matrix
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Methodology: Complexity Management

COMMON PARTS STRATEGY
In common parts strategies, components are planned from the start
for use in a number of different products. This saves development and
production costs. Components are not altered, and even retain their
ID numbers.

MODULE STRATEGY
A module strategy breaks down the overall product into independent
functional units: modules. They can be used in different products by
means of defined interfaces. The individual modules are generally largely
self-contained, yet function as a unit in the end product. Modules are
predominately used within modular matrices, because their high degree
of combinability enables a wide range of product variety to be generated
from a low degree of internal complexity.

PLATFORM STRATEGY
The platform idea comes from the automobile industry. A platform
combines components and modules into a shared structure. For example,
Volkswagen has used the Golf platform to make models such as the
New Beetle, Bora, SEAT Leon, ŠKODA Octavia, Audi A3, and Audi TT.
This shared basis also enables new car variants to be developed and even
produced on the same assembly line.

MODULAR MATRIX STRATEGY
The modular matrix is an overarching organizational structure for platforms, modules, and common parts. Its basic principle consists of high
external variety with sound internal manageability. The trailblazer here
is the automobile industry, which uses different engine assemblies, axles,
brake systems, air-conditioning, or navigation systems to configure new
car models in rapid, flexible, and profitable ways. Making a new car
does not mean redeveloping every single part. Instead, a modular matrix
can employ both modules and common parts and thus achieve high
synergy effects.

Porsche Consulting M E T H O D O L O G Y

SUCCESSFUL COMPLEXITY
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
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manner. An example from the automotive industry would be car seats.

One of a kind versus off the rack:

Whereas one customer might be satisfied with the basic seat, another

the modular matrix enables

wants a comfort model, and yet another selects a sports seat with

customers to design their own

enhanced side support. The seats need to be manually or electrically

customized shirts.

adjustable and are available in different colors and fabrics as well as
leather. The solution is to offer seat covers in all materials and colors,
both manual and electric drives, and the foam in basic, comfort, and
sport versions. The seat structure itself, however, with its high development and tooling costs, remains the same.
A modular matrix enables modules to be used across a large number of
different products. For developers and designers, this might sound like
a straitjacket that leaves them no room to breathe. “On the contrary,”
says Sven Schärffe, principal lean development at Porsche Consulting.
“It’s a matter of channeling creative potential and developing new modules that can do things we can’t even imagine today. In other words,
the aim is also to anticipate the future right now, so that when the day
comes we’ll be able to bring our products onto the market faster than
anyone else.” In addition to the product architecture, the processes
themselves as well as their organization and strategy usually have to be
adapted—which means that a modular matrix also requires an overall
business approach. “All the departments—from development and production to sales—have to work closely together here,” says Schärffe.
“Processes, hierarchies, departments, targets, and incentives have to
be adapted to the modular matrix principle. We make optimum use of
existing structures and improve them on a continuous basis.” To achieve
the best possible solution, the consultants scrutinize the company and
product strategies, and examine interfaces, decisional processes, and
organizational structures—in every region and market. “The employees
have to be on board every step of the way,” says Schärffe. “Modular
matrix management only works when everyone in the company makes
the principle come alive, and also knows why they’re doing so.” To keep
costs as low as possible, it’s a good idea to gradually introduce the
modular matrix principle.
Back to the nearly tailor-made suits. After one and a half years of
experimentation, clothing entrepreneur Felix Wolf pulled the plug on the
project and started anew. As he notes, “We learned the hard way that
this type of system takes a lot of preliminary work.” Today his modular
matrix is tautly organized. “We have internal rules about what is and
isn’t possible, and clear rules for customers as well.” For example, customers can choose from among five different types of shirt collars:
from cutaway to button-down. But the height of the collar can only be
adapted to a limited degree, and the tip of the collar has a fixed angle.
The customer specifies whether the suit should be relaxed, snug, or
tightly fitting. The pieces for the torso, however, are based on conventional clothing sizes. This can mean a surcharge for customers with an
imposing mid-section, for example. The shirts are currently made in
Portugal and the suits in Turkey, while the workshop in Stuttgart is used
for prototypes and small-scale series. “It took a while,” says Wolf,
“but we are now making good money with our modular matrix.”
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Changes can only be implemented successfully if they are properly communicated to all those involved. The
larger the company and the greater its geographical site distribution, the more diﬃcult this is. The large
U.S.-based conglomerate United Technologies Corporation (UTC) is therefore training its own change specialists,
who are known as Lean Transformation Leaders, or LTLs. These experts not only convey knowledge and
methods; they also advance the process of transformation. Their job is to provide technical guidance and
expertise to more than 200,000 UTC employees worldwide.
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UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

TRAINERS,
THERAPISTS,
DIPLOMATS
DAVID VON BASSEWITZ, MICHAEL LUZ

Ron Fiddler, Scott Parkin, and Hervé Fontenillle
(from left to right) travel around the globe to
accompany change processes. Wherever they
may be—in the U.S., Asia, or Europe—the
three take careful note of cultural diﬀerences.
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he employees are able to work without frustration.” This
is how Scott Parkin distills the essence of lean transformation at Connecticut-based United Technologies
Corporation. “The day goes as planned. You have what
you need, when and how you need it to add value as an
employee.” For the past two years, Parkin—who has

worked at UTC for ten years—has been managing the program that
trains LTLs (see also on the right). The LTLs guide the transformation
processes that make factories leaner and more efficient. “We are good
at solving problems quickly,” says Ron Fiddler, who is an LTL at UTC.
Fiddler has been at the company for 20 years and has worked in nearly
all of its divisions, including at Sikorsky Aircraft, a producer of civilian
and military helicopters, and as a manager for lean production at Otis,
a maker of elevators and escalators.
One of Fiddler’s latest projects has been to improve the performance
of a production line for elevator doors at the Otis factory in the French
town of Gien. He and his colleagues know from experience that
communication—or rather, lean, efficient, direct communication—is a

Porsche Consulting GmbH – Porschestrasse 1 – 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen – Germany – Telephone: +49-711-911-12111 – E-mail: contact@porsche-consulting.com – Internet: www.porsche-consulting.com

THE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR LEAN
TRANSFORMATION LEADERS (LTL)
WAS DESIGNED BY PORSCHE AKADEMIE IN
CONJUCTION WITH UTC.

THE PEAK
OF THE PYRAMID
When companies launch change processes, they are often
doomed from the start. Such projects only have a chance
of success when pursued sustainably and incorporated
in the company’s organization and culture. The LTL
program, developed by the Porsche Akademie and United
Technologies Corporation, ensures long-term and
effective improvements.
When Louis R. Chênevert, the Chairman & CEO of
UTC, visited the Porsche plant in Leipzig in early 2010,
he was very impressed by the lean automobile factory,
which features a precise incoming component schedule,
immediate processing, and minimal warehousing. He
was determined to apply this concept to production at
UTC. And so it happened that the big American corporation partnered with the sports car subsidiary Porsche
Consulting. Since the 1990s, UTC had been working
with its ACE (Achieving Competitive Excellence) operating system, which employs lean management principles.
“UTC has an efficient production system thanks to ACE,”
says Ronny Rudzinski, a Porsche Consulting project
manager at the U.S. site in Atlanta. “But what was still
missing was a lean—and above all need-controlled—flow
of information and materials that permeates the entire
value-added chain—above and beyond individual factories.” Scott Parkin, the manager of UTC’s LTL program,
adds “It’s an ingrained part of the ACE culture that we’re
always looking to improve in everything that we do.
This doesn’t exclude the ACE operating system itself.”
So it was perfect for UTC that Porsche Akademie members had just designed the new training program for
Lean Transformation Leaders in 2010. A division of
Porsche Consulting, Porsche Akademie has specialized
for years in training experts in continuous improvement
processes (CIP). “The LTL program is designed for companies that already have long-term experience in lean production processes,” says Marc Zacherl, Leader of Porsche
Akademie. “It’s what we might call the peak of the pyramid, and ensures further training for lean experts.”

key instrument in the transformation process. So the production line
employees in Gien were first given extensive information about the

It was a program made to order for UTC. The core of the

upcoming changes via the intranet and newsletters. And for months now

LTL training process consists of “individual, intensive,

Fiddler has been flying to Gien on a regular basis to optimize processes

and on-the-job coaching on-site—at the customer’s facto-

together with the employees. “The operators participate in every

ries,” explains Dr. Thomas Scheib, Senior project manager
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in the course of team workshops. The Porsche consultants
supervise the LTLs and provide feedback, ideas, and specific

candidates who will be trained. “An LTL should have solid

recommendations for action. And finally, plans are drawn up

technical skills as well as operational experience in improv-

in which the future LTLs stake out precise profit-margin

ing processes,” says Scheib. Interpersonal qualities are also

targets for the years during which their factories or production

important. “The candidates need to have empathy, energy,

lines will be transformed.

and the ambition to challenge their teams and bring them on
board. They have to be good communicators as well—they

Over the course of nine months, the Porsche experts coach the

have to be able to talk with management as well as with

LTLs for 30 days on-site throughout the training program,

foremen and workers.”

with a 20-day core emphasis on coaching their project work.
After successfully completing their training, the LTLs have
“a comprehensive grasp of the company’s processes,” says

In one case, improvements to the
processes had reduced throughput
times by three-quarters, increased
the quality rate fourfold, and raised
productivity by a third.

Zacherl. They also make a crucial contribution to changing the
attitudes and behaviors of the managers and staff involved—an
indispensable part of sustainable transformation. This ensures
that the company will continue to pursue what it has learned,
even after the consultants “take off.” As Zacherl observes,
“The basic idea underlying the program is that the Lean Transformation Leaders should implement change processes at their
companies in an effective and long-lasting manner.”

Following a lab simulation at the Porsche model factory

The greatest motivation for the LTLs during their training

in Leipzig—in the midst of production for the Porsche

lies in the visible and measurable successes made along the

Panamera—the actual training itself begins. This process con-

entire value-added chain. In one case, recalls Scheib, within

sists of a Porsche consultant coaching two future LTLs. The
program has three stages. Sessions that focus on case studies

just a few months improvements to the processes had
“reduced throughput times by three-quarters, increased the

have a high classroom component. This content is then applied

quality rate fourfold, and raised productivity by a third.”

to project work on-site, and is also analyzed and improved

The training program generally pays for itself within a year.

Training program for Lean Transformation Leaders

1. LEARNING

CLASSES TO DEEPEN
LEAN MANAGEMENT

1 MONTH

2. DOING

TRANSFORMATION PROJECT

7 MONTHS

3. REFLECTION

COACHING & FEEDBACK

1 MONTH

The Lean Transformation Leader training program comprises three components. Training sessions and case studies enable the future LTLs to
further their knowledge of lean management (“learning”). They then apply this knowledge to a transformation project at a specific location
(“doing”). Porsche Akademie consultants are regularly available to provide feedback and recommendations for action (“reflection”).

© Porsche Consulting
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at Porsche Akademie. The first step is to select the factories
whose production processes should be improved, and also the
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workshop and training session.” He adds that it’s crucial to make sure

time to time, especially from mid-level managers. “When we were

they have enough ways to provide feedback, for the simple reason that

starting the lean transformation and changing things, engineers

“they are the most important voice. They show us what’s not running

worried that they wouldn’t be able to keep up with adding training

completely smoothly yet.”

to the daily workload,” he says. “Sometimes it takes a lot of lengthy

Parkin emphasizes that as transformation experts, LTLs have to be

these change processes, Fontenille places a high priority on trans-

able to reach all levels of the company. The most important factors

parency. He is constantly inviting trade union representatives to

in bringing the employees on board are sincerity and trust. As he

participate in the training sessions and optimization workshops.

explains, “The LTLs tell or show the employees the ‘WIIFM’ [what’s in

“If the employees work against us, change is almost impossible to im-

one-on-one conversations, plus a good deal of tact.” In explaining

it for me], and tell them the truth. They help people to be more effi-

plement,” he says. If there is overwhelming resistance to the change,

cient and make the business better, which is beneficial for everyone.”

the transformation experts get personally involved—leading by

Talks with managers are even more strongly fact-based. The positive

example. This means that LTLs are simultaneously trainers and

effects that the changes will have on productivity, profit, and costs are

therapists, motivators and doers, guides and diplomats. “A good

illustrated with key metrics.

LTL has to balance technical expertise with leadership skills,” says

Hervé Fontenille, another Lean Transformation Leader, works at a

of change management. Probably the most important skill for this job

Parkin. “The best LTLs know the science of lean, but practice the art
location more than 6,000 kilometers from Connecticut in the town

is being able to convince people at all levels of the need for change

of Montluel near Lyon, France. An ACE (Achieving Competitive

and progression.”

Excellence) coordinator for Carrier, a UTC subsidiary that makes
air-conditioning systems, Fontenille notes that “comprehensive com-

It’s a job for which airports are one of the few constants. Lean Trans-

munication is key.” He notes that LTLs encounter resistance from

formation Leaders are always on the move. They visit production sites

Lean Transformation Leaders
are on the move all around
the globe to advance the process
of transformation itself. Like
chameleons, they try to adapt as well
as possible to diﬀerent cultures.
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United Technologies Corporation (UTC) is one of the largest industrial
conglomerates based in the U.S.
Its five business units include: Otis—an elevator and escalator maker;
UTC Climate, Controls & Security (CCS)—an HVAC and security company that
includes brands such as Carrier, Kidde, and Chubb; Pratt & Whitney—
a jet engine maker; UTC Aerospace Systems, which includes the legacy
Hamilton Sundstrand business as well as recently acquired Goodrich; and
Sikorsky Aircraft—a producer of commercial and military helicopters.
UTC employs 218,300 people at more than 4,000 sites in 71 countries
around the world. It reported net sales of $57.7 billion in 2012,
with international sales accounting for 60 percent. Contracts from the
U.S. government brought in $10.1 billion. United Technologies Corporation
is headquartered in Hartford, Connecticut.

throughout the world in order to train colleagues and to supervise

Wherever they are in the world, the LTLs have quick and non-bureaucratic

change processes. Fiddler is on the road for more than six months of

access to UTC headquarters in Connecticut. “I don’t need to go through

the year. As they work around the globe, the LTLs are frequently con-

all the channels, through my boss, or my boss’s boss,” says Fontenille.

fronted with cultural challenges. “In the U.S. and Western Europe it’s

“If I have questions or need approval for something, I can communicate

standard practice to include operators in the transformation processes,”

directly. That makes life a lot easier for me.” The two LTLs Ron Fiddler

says Fiddler, whereas “in Eastern Europe, you often see managers

and Hervé Fontenille as well as program manager Scott Parkin are

making all the decisions alone.” Like chameleons, the transformation

satisfied with the initial results of their transformation processes with

experts try to adapt as well as possible to the environment of their

Porsche: capacity increased by 60 percent; lead time was reduced

hosts. “You have to be cognizant of how direct your approach is,”

by 40 percent; on-time-delivery increased by 30 percent. In addition,

says Parkin. “In some countries a direct approach is considered

productivity increased by 20 percent and inventory was reduced by

transparent and is encouraged, while in others it can be perceived as

more than 30 percent. As Scott Parkin sums it up, “Ultimately we have

aggressive. Ultimately if you’re respectful, open, and honest, I don’t find

achieved very powerful business results that are delighting customers,

the culture or country to make too much difference.”

shareholders, and employees.”

f
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KRONE

HE AV Y LIF TIN G
TOUGH COMPETITION
IN THE TRAILER MARKET
Krone, a German company specializing in commercial trailers, provides customized
solutions to transport companies. To successfully withstand price wars, it pursues
a consistent efficiency program—and not only in production.

PHOTO_KRONE

SVEN HEITKAMP
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teel skeletons spanning 25 square meters float across

are sold in Germany, with the other two-thirds sold primarily in

the factory hall on a fully automated overhead con-

Scandinavia, Central Europe, and Eastern Europe. A growing level of

veyor system—these are unpainted chassis platforms

activity abroad is helping the vehicle maker deal with ever shorter

on their way to the blasting, electrophoretic deposi-

market cycles. Although business declined significantly in 2010, the

tion, and powder-coating stations. Not far away, Hannes

Krone Group recently posted revenues of 1.4 billion euros—nearly a

Hansen uses a heavy yellow pneumatic screwdriver to

record. “There’s always a market somewhere that’s doing better,” says

tighten the bolts on wheel hubs with the exact level of torque. Ten bolts

the 35-year-old CEO, who took over the company in 2010 from his

are needed to secure these wheels, which are one meter in diameter.

father, Dr. Bernard Krone.

Clacking and hissing sounds rise from the assembly line before the
semi-finished platform rolls on to the next work station.

Commercial trailers account for the lion’s share of the Krone Group’s
revenues, or 880 million euros, although high-grade agricultural

Hansen’s colleagues will soon be mounting components marked

machines such as harvesters, forage wagons, and balers are produced

with a simple blue symbol—a stylized crown, the insignia of the

and sold worldwide as well. In contrast to the forty-ton trucks that

family-owned Bernard Krone company. One of Europe’s largest trailer

barrel down the highway at constant speeds, however, this medium-

manufacturers, it is headquartered in Emsland, a flat and sparsely

sized company is buffeted by frequent fluctuations on the market.

populated region in northwestern Germany. It currently manufac-

Swings in the overall economic situation hit not only freight transport,

tures 27,000 semi-trailers, trailers, and container chassis a year, or

but also the suppliers of transport companies, chief among them the

around 120 a day. “We produce 1,500 meters of semi-trailer every

vehicle makers. “When the market slows down we notice it immediately,”

day,” remarks company head Bernard Krone.

says Krone. “First in used vehicles, then in replacement parts, and
finally in new vehicles—all within a matter of weeks.” Conditions have

Krone’s trailers are on the roads in many parts of the world. The

become tougher, markets are more volatile, and customers are placing

Krone Group has member companies throughout Europe as well as in

very high demands. Price wars in the global transport and logistics busi-

Morocco and Algeria, sales offices in the United Kingdom, France,

ness are brutal, fuel prices and taxes are rising, and profit margins are

the Netherlands, Russia, Hungary, and Kazakhstan, and plants in

narrowing. “Prices are being cut close to the bone,” laments Krone.

Denmark and Turkey. Only about a third of its commercial trailers

“Many transport companies are not earning nearly as much as they
actually should. In Europe, logistics are unfortunately not viewed as
added value, but rather as a necessary evil.”
As a result, a fierce struggle to eliminate competitors has been
waged in the commercial vehicle sector too. Only one other major
provider and a few regional companies have survived the latest crises,
according to Krone. And his company. A maker of premium trailers, it has withstood the pressure on prices by representing the
highest quality and safety, the lowest lifecycle costs, and creativity
in meeting a myriad of customer needs, if necessary with its own
innovations. “We employ a modular system in our production, and use a
vast array of standard components to supply all manner of customized
products—depending on load types, driving requirements, and industry
needs,” says Krone.
To hold its own on the market and to keep its production sites running,
the company has supported or acquired distressed suppliers and customers. A major key to its success has been the large-scale custom-

PHOTO_CHRISTOPH BAUER

ers who order more than 2,000 trailers a year. “We are the preferred
supplier for large fleets that replace their vehicles on a continuous
basis,” reports Krone. Of the company’s 2,000 active customers, the
top 20 account for one-third of sales. They lay a stable foundation in
a shaky market.
A low vertical range of manufacture of around 15 percent has proven
to be a blessing. It means that Krone can provide advance warning
to its suppliers of drops in demand. “The risk of market fluctuaHigh flyers: after the electrophoretic deposition station, the steel semi-trailer

tions is spread across many shoulders,” says Krone. The company

chassis are laid with cables for their individual superstructures.

also has a intelligent personnel management system with work
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FROM HORSESHOES TO “MEGA LINERS”
The history of the Krone Group is a success story spanning four generations
of an enterprising family. In 1906 Bernhard Krone started his company
at a blacksmith’s shop and yard he inherited in the country village of Spelle
in the Emsland region. Since then Bernhard’s son, grandson, and great-grandson—all named
Bernard—have expanded the small shop into a growing and globally active group of
companies producing agricultural machinery and commercial trailers. And the story continues.
Company director “Bernard IV,” who grew up with two older sisters, took over the company in
2010 at the age of 32. As his father said at the time, “Now it’s your turn.” Bernard Senior
continues to consult on general matters as part of the advisory board, but stays out of day-today operations. “We wanted to be clear about roles,” says the current company head.
He never viewed the heavy responsibility as a burden, and in fact started preparing
for the job as a child.
The Krone family maintains its traditions. Large busts of the founder stand outside company
headquarters in Spelle and Werlte, and portraits of past generations hang in the administrative
offices. The family is firmly anchored in the region, with both Werlte and Spelle long ago

PHOTO_CHRISTOPH BAUER

naming streets after Bernard Krone.

Strong foundation: Company director Bernard Krone builds on the legacy of his great-grandfather Bernhard—shown here in his blacksmith’s overalls. This statue
greets visitors to the company site in Werlte.
45

As Krone’s example shows, material costs can have a big
effect on the bottom line.

chain of communications among customers, sales reps, and
production, they increased delivery reliability to well above
90 percent. These are all efficient projects of short duration

Base frame, chassis, superstructure: Krone uses what amounts

that help Krone help itself, while giving the company time

to an enormous modular system to make its truck trailers

to put changes systematically into practice and allow the

and semi-trailers. The different types of trailers are assembled

effects to unfold.

piece by piece from a store of around 20,000 different
components. Finished steel base frames 13 meters in length

“Site analyses like these are important,” says Bernard Krone.

are first furnished with cables and air hoses, then with axles,

“When you look at the processes with someone from outside,

chassis platforms, and brakes, and finally with posts,

all of a sudden you start noticing things.” The employees are

plug-in systems, fronts, boxes, collision guards, ladders,

also appreciative, because they were involved in the develop-

tailgates, and tarps. Some 1,200 metric tons of materials

ments and have been able to contribute their own ideas.

are used every day, from a total of 530 suppliers.

A modular strategy will now be developed for Krone’s new
“Liner 5” generation. And by skillfully managing variants

Makers of commercial vehicles have seen their profits

(see page 28) the company is expected to fulfill individual

squeezed over recent years due to market conditions in

customer wishes even better—solely on the basis of an opti-

Europe—even though their turnovers have risen. The first

mized modular system.

thing Porsche Consulting did, therefore, was to analyze
the components of the enormous modular system in order
to identify superfluous production costs and ultimately to

KRONE
in figureS

optimize purchasing. “We surmised that here is where Krone
could achieve the best results,” says Principal Andreas Baier,
“because it uses a very high volume of materials and has
a vertical range of manufacture of only about 15 percent.”
The aim was to reduce the share of material costs from
89 to 83 percent. And already in the first year the company

The Krone Group comprises the Werlte vehicle
plant as well as agricultural machinery and

was able to cut costs in the double-digit million range by

agricultural trade and services. Its headquarters

analyzing the value of its modules, creating new product

are in Spelle, with additional production sites in

designs, holding intensive supplier workshops, consolidating

Herzlake and Lübtheen as well as in Hvam,

its products on offer, and internationalizing procurement.

Denmark and Tire, Turkey.

A thorough analysis quickly revealed that some standard

Group revenue in the 2011/2012 business year:

components were of unnecessarily high value, such as paint on

1.39 billion euros, including 878 million euros

invisible locations, sheet steel of excessive thickness, sealings

from the vehicle plant

of little use, and front walls polished manually to perfection
in places where no one would see them. Unneeded effort,

Group export share: 66.6 percent

in other words, that generated unnecessary costs. Porsche
Consulting also calculated the actual costs of various compo-

Annual commercial trailer production:

nents from suppliers—enabling it to identify cost pushers and

27,000 vehicles, about 70 percent of which are

potential savings. With this as a basis, individual contracts

“Profi Liners” and “Mega Liners”

could be revised. Demand and capacity management was
improved, product groups further consolidated, purchasing
processes optimized, and the purchasing department coached.

Number of employees:
2,055, including 900 at the vehicle plant

Plans also call for considerably expanding procurement outside Europe in the future, particularly in Asia. Krone has now

Commercial trailer sales markets:

hired its own value analysis experts, who keep a constant eye

Germany (34%), Scandinavia (23%),

on cost trajectories.

Central Europe (22%),
and Eastern Europe (21%)

And they didn’t stop there. Porsche Consulting also looked at
how orders are processed and how the design & development
and sales departments are organized. By tightening the

© Porsche Consulting
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accounts, flexible production times, and its own temp company that

mileage comes from piggy-backing on rail cars, then standard fea-

can operate without profit. As a result, there are rarely layoffs at

tures will suffice,” says Krone. If customers are not satisfied with the

Krone. This family-run company with more than a hundred years of

components on the market, Krone will work together with suppliers

history in a region with relatively little infrastructure simply bears

to develop special versions, such as ever more crucial telematic solu-

too much responsibility for the community. “Before we send people

tions, freight safety accessories like the “Multi Safe System,” and roof

home,” says Krone, “we run down our work accounts, cut hours, and

models such as “Ice-Protect,” which can hold heavy layers of snow.

cancel shifts. I live in a rural part of the country. I don’t want anyone
beating down the door.”

This makes the company a technological trailblazer in the industry.
“Many customers ask for components that run under our name,” says

Krone’s bestsellers include the “Profi Liner,” a versatile all-round

Krone. “Which is how we acquired an axle maker, for example.” To

talent that usually has tarps on the sides and roof, and the “Mega

reduce production costs, the company is seeking to further standard-

Liner” with an extra-flat chassis and an interior height of three

ize its modular system so it can offer customized solutions without

meters. A favorite of the automotive industry, each “Mega Liner” can

having to build them from scratch each time. The director is also

hold three stacked wire-mesh pallets full of components for passen-

considering whether to pursue a strategy of broadening the com-

ger car production. The company also offers many industry-specific

pany’s activities and assembling more products locally in individual

models such as the specially reinforced “Paper Liner” for paper rolls

markets. “We’ve got still more potential,” he observes.

that weigh tons, and the “Cool Liner” with refrigerated compartments
for perishable foods or pharmaceuticals. Plus container chassis and

Experts at Krone have recently provided impressive proof of this by

many other products as well. Costing around 23,000 euros, a “Profi

working together with MAN to perfect semi-trailer aerodynamics, incor-

Liner” will travel an average of three million kilometers over 15 to

porating research on the contours of pilot whales (see page 43).

20 years of use.

The “Aero Liner/Concept S” consumes up to 25 percent less fuel, and
a drivable prototype is on display in the MAN showroom in Munich.

Krone installs whatever equipment and features the customer would

It’s still unclear when the “Aero Liner” will hit the roads. To offer the

like, including corporate designs. It also configures chassis to meet

same load volume as conventional vehicles, it would have to be a good

customer requirements. “If a truck travels 200,000 kilometers a year,

two meters longer than the length approved thus far. But Krone is

the customer will order superior-grade axles and tires. If most of its

known for coming up with solutions.

PHOTO_CHRISTOPH BAUER
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While a crane lifts pre-built axles into the assembly jig, a chorus of pneumatic screwdrivers provides the usual acoustics at Krone.
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klafs

hot
Customers can sweat in a tropical rain forest, roll in the purest powder snow,
float on “Cloud 9,” refresh themselves in ice fountains, and enjoy
hydrogalvanic baths—style, innovation, and unusual ideas have made Klafs,
a sauna manufacturer from the southern German town
of Schwäbisch Hall, the world’s market leader.

Katharina Becker  
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But he and his partners quickly recognized the potential—and took action. the customers remained skeptical, however. Schöllhammer clearly
remembers the pitying looks he received at the industry’s “interbad”
trade fair in 1992.
Back at home, proposals sent by various business consultants on how
to make saunas more inexpensively landed in the wastebasket. Schöllhammer had other plans. instead of being an uninspired assembly of
individual components, each Klafs sauna was given an integrated style
that covered everything from its beds and its oven to its door handle.
in addition to design and quality, german engineering was in demand.
this led to the development of user-friendly sauna controls. then came
the advent of oxygen therapy in saunas. and artists transformed them
into tropical rain forests with soundtracks of twittering birds. For environmentally conscious customers, Klafs developed saunas and steam
baths that use up to 40 percent less power. Stressed office workers
could enjoy power naps on beds that rocked back and forth. For cusCustomers place the highest demands on how their wellness

tomers with space restrictions, the engineers developed a mini-sauna

and sauna facilities are designed. Klafs’ engineers blend attractive

with a surface area of just two square meters. the ergonomically de-

facades with state-of-the-art technology.

signed bed known as “Cloud 9” provides serious relaxation as users
are rocked gently to music while surrounded by clouds and colors (see
photo to the right). Pity quickly gave way to admiration. Private individ-

S

uals were the first customers to return, followed by hoteliers and pool
and spa operators.
tefan Schöllhammer does not have fond memories of
his first sauna session at age 17, commenting that

the boss has long become accustomed to the heat. the family dog is

“i thought it was way too hot.” His opinion didn’t change

said to search in vain for a cool spot to snooze in Schöllhammer’s office.

for quite some time. that is, not until he suddenly found

“i go to the sauna twice a week, even in summer,” Schöllhammer says.

himself the owner of a sauna manufacturing company.

He hasn’t had a cold in ages. He reels off all the great reasons to use a

at the age of 34, he and some friends took over the

sauna. “it strengthens your immune system. it improves circulation to

Klafs sauna company, which was bankrupt at the time. today, this

your skin, and stimulates your cardiovascular system and metabolism.

mid-sized firm in Schwäbisch Hall, germany, leads the world market

it keeps you in good shape into old age. it’s not only medical studies
that tell us this,” he adds—“we hear this also

with total sales of 96 million euros (2012).
inspired by stories he had heard from former Finnish and russian soldiers, erich Klafs
built his first sauna in 1952. His initial customers were medical convalescence centers,
followed by some municipalities and an ever
increasing number of private individuals. after
his death, the company entered the solarium
business in the 1970s, which went so well
that the new owners neglected their traditional métier. Saunas from Klafs were considered old-fashioned and conservative. When

“I GO TO
THE SAUNA
TWICE A WEEK,
EVEN IN
SUMMER.”

and especially from our customers.”
Half of all germans over the age of 14 go to
the sauna on a more or less regular basis. the
custom in german-speaking regions, whereby
men and women use saunas at the same time
without clothing, is less common or even prohibited elsewhere. although Finns, russians,
Swedes, and norwegians also use saunas in
the nude, they strictly separate the sexes. in
england, Poland, and France, bathing suits are
mandatory. the americans are the most fin-

the solarium boom ended and a company

icky of all. as Schöllhammer observes, “they’d

expansion in the USa didn’t work out, Klafs

never even go into an all-men’s sauna without

had to file for bankruptcy.

swim trunks.”

Schöllhammer, who now had a degree in
industrial engineering, was co-owner of g. lufft Mess- und regeltechnik

the Finns, who gave us the original word for
“sauna,” are known as the most enthusiastic fans of sweating. the

gmbH, a company that supplied Klafs with thermometers. the bank-

country has more than two million saunas for its five million inhabit-

ruptcy turned him into a creditor overnight. at first he was shocked.

ants. germany with its population of 80 million people has only about
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1.7 million, according to estimates from the Deutscher Sauna-Bund

hotels, fitness studios, medical convalescence centers, cruise ships,

(german Sauna association). “germany is still the world’s largest market

and public pools and spas. Orders from publicly owned facilities have

for saunas,” says Schöllhammer. the sector posts earnings of 100 mil-

become few and far between. “Of course it’s easy to see why munici-

lion euros a year. Half of all customers buy their saunas from hardware

palities will build a cafeteria for schoolchildren before they modernize

or building supply stores, although this accounts for only a quarter of

a sauna,” says Schöllhammer.

the business in monetary terms. the other 50 percent of customers
purchase directly from the manufacturers. Klafs accounts for half of

Oil millionaires and russian oligarchs are much more lavish in their

these sales.

spending. the sauna in a villa owned by a wealthy customer in Moscow
was not only extravagant and nearly five meters high, but was also fur-

But the company does not wish to rely too much on its domestic mar-

nished with a floor-to-ceiling brick oven. “You’ve got to start heating

ket. the second most important market is austria. this alpine republic

these enormous saunas 24 hours beforehand, but that doesn’t seem

is responsible for around a quarter of sales, followed by Switzerland.

to be a problem,” he says. Because the demanding clientele likes to

Business elsewhere in the world is suffering from the financial crisis.

roll in the snow immediately afterwards, Klafs has designed a cabin

“ireland and also the Baltic states used to build one or two luxury hotels

that blows the finest powder snow into a winter landscape at a bracing

a year, but now the market isn’t moving at all,” observes Schöllhammer.

minus 10 ° Celsius. even Schöllhammer has to smile at some of the un-

He currently has hopes for russia and Poland, however, which combine

usual wishes of his customers. Such as the owner of a luxury yacht who

growing prosperity with a sauna tradition.

insisted on having facilities for two open fires in his sauna. Or the operator of a Finnish funicular who wanted to transform one of the gondolas

Klafs gets about 60 percent of its business from private customers,

into a sauna. the german engineers mastered this challenge as well.

who spend an average of 12,000 to 13,000 euros for their saunas.

guests can enjoy the view for three rounds in the gondola as sweat drips

the remaining 40 percent of the company’s business is spread among

into their eyes.

f

Floating in seventh heaven: stress subsides in the relaxing environment of the “Cloud 9” sauna, with its colors, sounds, atmospheric lighting, and fleecy clouds.
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STREAMLINED SAUNA PRODUCTION

The sauna builders at Klafs realized that they could learn from

says Dirk Pfitzer, partner at Porsche Consulting. One new

Porsche how to make their production system more efficient.

bottleneck, for example, lay in the order processing system.

Not only that—working together with Porsche Consulting, this

The consultants scrutinized the path from customer queries and

mid-sized firm is also learning how to make its processes in

calculating offers through to technical implementation and

indirect areas leaner, and how to optimize the entire company

delivery of finished products. They kept adjusting every part

by restructuring its business units.

of the system until development time for new products had
dropped by 18 percent.

There was a time when the new boss would have sent them
packing—all those external consultants who claimed to know

The third step for the experts consisted of examining company

what would guide the Klafs company out of bankruptcy. Stefan

structures as such. Company specialists were calculating orders

Schöllhammer climbed to the top of the world’s market without

for private saunas and wellness temples in different depart-

them. Upon arriving at the top, he then invited them in of his

ments. This meant that one employee might struggle with the

own accord. “We had grown a lot and our production was

calculations for an unusual glass-walled private sauna that

bursting at the seams,” he says. The warehouse was overflow-

would have been routine for a colleague from the wellness

ing, the throughput times were too long, and half-finished

department. With respect to sales, the experts found that some-

assemblies were always standing around in the way. The pro-

times several different departments were approaching the same

duction and logistics departments wanted eight million euros to

customer. “We determined which structures were present in

build new facilities.

duplicate and analyzed whether there were good reasons for

But there’s a way to do it differently. “We can learn from the

Consulting. They then developed a strategy for restructuring

this,” says Dr. Roman Hipp, senior project manager at Porsche
automotive industry,” said Schöllhammer, an industrial engineer.

the business units and discussed a variety of potential solutions

And he asked Porsche Consulting for advice. The consultants met

with Klafs. Organizational changes such as merging the offer

with the experts from production and logistics for numerous long

departments, integrating spa operations into central sales,

talks that often extended late into the evening—and together

and standardizing processes ultimately laid the groundwork for

they defined the Klafs production system. They then grouped the

further growth in new markets.

machinery into compact production islands. That not only saved
space but also shortened throughput times and increased productivity by 15 percent. With the introduction of a takt system of
component supply, inventory levels dropped by 67 percent.
“I was very impressed by Porsche Consulting’s approach,” says
the Klafs boss. “They don’t just have their ideas on paper; they
also put them into practice.” There was no longer a need for
expensive new facilities. The eight million euros thereby saved
could be put into further growth instead, such as into developing
new products and investing in new distribution channels.
“To achieve long-term success in production, it was clear from
the start that we had to make improvements in indirect areas
as well and to pursue them on the overall company level,”

“The speed at which Klafs put these new approaches into practice was impressive,” says Hipp with respect, adding that “large
corporations need years for that.” But speed was one thing that
the company from Schwäbisch Hall didn’t have to learn from
the horsepower industry.

World market leader Klafs:
Three-step course of growth and innovation

2009

2011

2013

iMPleMenting tHe KlaFS
PrODUCtiOn SYSteM

OPtiMizing
inDireCt areaS

reOrganizing
BUSineSS UnitS

PrODUCtivitY inCreaSeS

tiMe tO MarKet

StrategiC

BY 15 PerCent

FOr DevelOPing

FOUnDatiOn laiD FOr

neW PrODUCtS

inCreaSing tHe

inventOrY DrOPS

DrOPS BY

OFFer aCCePtanCe rate

BY 67 PerCent

18 PerCent

BY 25 PerCent
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COMPANY MANAGEMENT

HOW TO GET
YOUR CAPACITIES
UNDER CONTROL
PORSCHE EXAMPLE:
HOW HEINZ ALEXY AND HIS TEAM
COMBINE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
WITH BUSINESS SUCCESS
also processing orders for new cars worldwide. All from a single source.
“We started with just four people and a potted plant,” says Alexy, who
first had to make his case for change at the company. His plan was to
perfectly integrate the sales, procurement, and production processes,
tuning them as precisely as the components of a Porsche transmission.
And not just in theory. “Our principle is that the people who do projects
also have to answer for them,” he says. In other words, the only way for

T

Alexy to win was for his plans to prove themselves in practice. Specifically this meant resolving the perennial potential for conflict between
he most important prerequisites for the work that Heinz

the demand for cars on the world’s markets on the one hand and the

Alexy does are a crystal-clear overview and direct access

available production and supply capacities on the other—all the while

to all the key instruments. Alexy (49) is responsible for

maintaining the highest quality standards.

Supply Chain Management at the Porsche sports car company. A qualified mechanical engineer, he’s certain about

Making this change was no cakewalk. Restructuring is always a serious

one thing: “If the same or similar activities are done for a single

undertaking. Alexy had set himself the goal of “creating an organizational

job in different parts of the company, you quickly lose your over-

unit that provides all the necessary information about the demand for new

view.” That is why back in 2002 he set about restructuring all the pro-

cars and about the capacities of both Porsche plants and suppliers in

cesses that are set into motion internally whenever a customer orders

consolidated form.” This transdivisional service required that all relevant

an individually configured new Porsche. Today Alexy and his team run

data be supplied rapidly and in its entirety. It also required an open attitude

these processes on a centralized basis. Using an image to make his

and interdisciplinary thinking. And support from the Board.

point, he explains that “we can access all of the relevant instruments
and operating elements directly, just like at the controls of a Porsche.”

To serve as a basis for centralized management this transdivisional
service needed a backbone, which was composed of three branches. The

54

The “customer-to-customer process” is Porsche’s name for the com-

program planning branch takes care of the flow of information between

prehensive supply chain system that regulates distribution demands

sales and production. The demand and capacity management branch

for its production department and its suppliers on the one hand while

guides the interplay between production and purchasers in the procurement

Porsche Consulting – THE MAGAZINE

Conflicts between sales and production affect the bottom line. If you want to sell, you have to be able to deliver.
But when there are capacity problems, customers notice immediately. The following article describes
the consistent way in which the Porsche sports car company controls its production and orients itself
uncompromisingly to its customers in the process. And if you would like to know what Porsche Consulting tells
companies that want to get a grip on fluctuations in demand, you’ll find all the information on pages 56 to 60.

HEINER VON DER LADEN

CHRISTOPH BAUER

department. The third branch is for order management, and takes the

soon as possible to Porsche headquarters in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen.

form of a circuit. It starts with the customer as the buyer, then goes to

This leads to full order books, which in turn enable early planning based

the dealer, to the production department, and from there back to deliv-

on hard figures. “Actual data” is what the experts call this. This infor-

ery of the new car to the customer.

mation is the prerequisite for the sophisticated Porsche production
and logistics system with its high sequence stability as well as its

This control circuit is precisely defined. The first step consists of the

just-in-time and just-in-sequence processes. This gives plants the

sales department reporting its demand for cars to the supply chain man-

advantage of only receiving orders for cars that they can build

agement. The supply chain management then correspondingly adjusts

precisely on that day. For suppliers this means a stable, reliable

the production system at the Porsche plants and in the Volkswagen pro-

preview over the short and medium terms.

duction network—and adapts capacities to meet the demand. The next
step is to align supplier capacities to operations at each plant. In the

Of course not everything runs smoothly, admits supply chain expert

process, Alexy considers flexibility requirements for both the markets

Alexy, who shoulders a lot of responsibility. “But we’re now identifying

and production. This requires close communications with the procure-

weak spots so early on that we can intervene in time and find work-

ment departments at Porsche and the Volkswagen Group, for they are

able solutions. Conflicts are no longer taking place between the vari-

responsible for securing the required capacities from suppliers. The

ous departments but rather directly within our department—supply

ultimate aim, after all, is to have all components and modules available

chain management.” Production, sales, and procurement can focus

at the right time and in the right amounts. “We have to run this actively,”

entirely on their core competencies. Supply chain management takes

says Alexy—“processes, like an orchestra, need a conductor.”

over the task of overall optimization. That requires tact and sensitivity.
“Our job forces us to remain neutral in everything we do,” says Alexy.

A specially designed IT system using an SAP platform was set up together
with Mieschke Hofmann und Partner, a firm specializing in process and

The processes installed at Porsche are not just “good-weather

IT consulting. It lays the foundation for each process in the three branches

friends.” They have proven themselves to be robust in difficult market

of program planning, demand and capacity management, and order

situations as well. Alexy and his team have succeeded in ensuring

management. “It’s not enough just to bring the orders into the company,”

that the processes do their jobs even with a growing range of models

observes Alexy. “You have to process them right away. That’s the only

and a sharp increase in the volume of cars produced. That lets

way to have actual customer demand flow immediately into each stage

him take a positive view of the future. “Our scalable processes and

of our customer-to-customer process—and to have it run successfully.”

systems mean that we are well prepared for the company’s ambitious
growth program,” he says.

Together with their customers, local dealers specify the individual
Porsche cars directly, using configurators that are linked to Porsche

Every decision made by the supply chain managers focuses on a

headquarters. The point at which the cars will be built can be directly

single person—the customer. “We want to supply a perfect car right

scheduled. A major benefit here is that dealers can immediately name

on schedule,” says Alexy. “And that can only be achieved with opti-

a delivery date, and one that will be precisely met. Customers also ben-

mum management of the overall process from a single source. This

efit from being able to modify their orders, right up to shortly before

solidarity-based approach among sales, the production plants, and

the start of production. And this in turn provides an incentive to deal-

suppliers leads to satisfied customers in well-supplied markets.

ers: the additional flexibility motivates them to send their orders as

That is our contribution to the company’s success.”

f
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INTEGRATED DEMAND-CAPACITY
MANAGEMENT

NO
MORE
WRENCHES
IN THE
WORKS
When specialists at industrial companies think in terms of
departments, friction is a foregone conclusion. The most
obvious example is when production can no longer provide
what the sales people promise. Collapse looms on the horizon.
Centralized control can prevent this at an early stage.
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I

ndustry is not finding business any easier. Many companies are struggling with very uncertain

forecasts, because market volatility is on the rise. This is leading to enormous internal challenges:
despite the difficult situation, sales departments want to offer their customers a high degree of

flexibility—especially in terms of product variants, volumes, and delivery dates. And of course all the
promises that the sales people (have to) make must be conscientiously kept despite large fluctuations

in demand. For experience shows that this is the only way to maintain customer loyalty.

Given such difficult conditions, however, manufacturers quickly find themselves in rough waters—all the
more so when several departments head off course at the same time. Dr. Christian Fiebig, Senior Project
Manager at Porsche Consulting, sketches out a typical scenario. “Despite perfect products, the customers of a large company began to go elsewhere because the promised delivery dates were rarely kept.”
This was accompanied by a common phenomenon, namely, high inventory levels. Unfortunately, however,
the high-bay warehouse had the wrong products—not those for which there was high demand. The clear
diagnosis here: poor planning.
This precarious situation was exacerbated by the fact that the company fell ever
further behind in deliveries to its remaining customers. As Fiebig recounts, “Evidently
nobody had predicted the sharp increase in demand. So the flood of orders sloshed
into the production plants—with no account taken of the limits on capacity.” The
consequences were clear. Due to overload, production fell behind—which promptly
elicited enormous pressure from the individual sales units. They wanted to see
finished products, and to make good on their delivery commitments to customers.
In desperation, the plants responded by prioritizing a small number of especially
urgent orders. But that did not help matters. On the contrary, the other orders slid
even further down the waiting list, which caused these customers to become upset.

i DCM >>>
integrated
DemandCapacity
Management

The problem was like a wildfire spreading out of control.
Moreover, the constant changes to production priorities necessarily reduced output.
The confusion in production also affected suppliers. Constant shifts in production volumes led to mistaken
orders and incorrect accounting for order volumes. Frequent changes in planning also put the suppliers
on unsure footing. This meant that delivery promises could rarely be kept. Ultimately this sad state of
affairs was reflected in sobering indices such as low delivery reliability, high levels of shelf warmers, and
supply backlogs. Combined with an acute absence of market-oriented flexibility, this nearly led to collapse.
In searching for causes, we quickly arrive at a diagnosis of “poor synchronization of demand and capacity.”
As Fiebig notes, “In many companies that I have seen, the sales, production, and procurement processes
are insufficiently integrated or not at all.” It is precisely this weak spot that Porsche Consulting’s integrated
Demand-Capacity Management (iDCM) addresses. The iDCM project has two main aims. The first is to integrate
processes on an interdepartmental basis by means of defined rules. The second is to synchronize demand
(sales/customer) and capacity (production and suppliers) in a foresighted and consistent manner. When
these aims are met, they enable companies to remain capable of action at any time and to meet their
targets. This applies to changing market conditions and fluctuating customer behavior as well as to
adjustments in capacity. The i DCM concept combines the synergies from market-oriented flexibility and
high planning stability. Based on concepts that have already been successfully tested at the Porsche
sports car company, experts from Porsche Consulting have developed a course of action specifically
tailored to industrial companies.
When i DCM is introduced at a company, the first thing that happens is a careful inspection of the demand
side. The frequency and time frame for demand planning must be defined in order to generate solid production and procurement planning. In addition, the system has to be examined to see how flexibly and
rapidly it can respond in terms of capacity. This extends from additional volumes that component

p
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Meticulous planning and control—from receiving the order to delivering the product—prevents losses.

suppliers must be able to provide, to delivery periods for new production machinery. A precondition for
high reliability in planning is that the sales department keep a constant eye on actual demand. As Fiebig
observes, “Unfortunately the job of estimating demand is left far too often to the production plants. That’s
even more imprecise than a long-term weather forecast. And therefore very risky.”
To generate reliable information about available capacities, companies first have to establish the requisite
transparency. Capacity restrictions and reliable throughput times have to be known for all value streams.
This also applies to lead times and the flexibility to increase or reduce capacities. They form the framework for control. In industry this is often accompanied by a necessary switch from technology-oriented
production to flow-oriented production lines.
Together with the companies that it advises, Porsche Consulting specifies the planning time frame and
control points for every value stream. A time frame model shows what are known as the material freeze
point and the order freeze point. The material freeze point specifies in a binding manner for both the
production department and suppliers when materials have to be ordered. The order freeze point fixes the
production orders and their planning for the sales and production departments. The time frame model
also shows the flexibility of the overall system in transparent form.
Another element of i DCM is “planning and dispatching against limited capacities.” This does not mean
arbitrarily restricting market demand in order to bring production down to a “comfort zone.” Instead it
functions something like a safety belt, and thus protects the entire supply chain from unchecked flooding of its capacities.
It’s equally important to closely link all the suppliers to the plants and their processes. “Clear agreements
have to be made early on with suppliers about replenishment times and their range of flexibility,” says Fiebig.
“Companies and suppliers have to communicate about daily or weekly capacities as well as about delivery
frequencies. Ranges of fluctuation also have to be agreed upon. These show the point in time before production starts after which the purchaser can no longer make changes to the volume of goods supplied.”
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Lack of integration among departments impairs the ability
to react to changing market or capacity situations

DELIVERY PROMISES NOT KEPT
HIGH INVENTORY LEVELS
INADEQUATE MARKET FLEXIBILITY

PROCUREMENT

UNSTABLE PLANNING PROCESSES
LACK OF TRANSPARENCY

SALES

ABOUT CAPACITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
INEFFICIENT USE OF CAPACITIES

SUPPLIER

CUSTOMER

PRODUCTION

Integrated Demand-Capacity Management (i DCM) stands for foresighted
and consistent synchronization of demand and capacity
PROCUREMENT

SALES

i DCM

SUPPLIER

CAPACITY
AT PLANTS

DEMAND
PLANNING/
CUSTOMER
ORDERS

SALES DEMAND
CUSTOMER ORDERS
CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS

CUSTOMER

PRODUCTION

© Porsche Consulting

Methodology iDCM
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Integrated Demand-Capacity Management (i DCM) comprises
seven individual modules linked by interdepartmental processes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

COMPREHENSIVE, UP-TO-DATE
DEMAND PLANNING
TRANSPARENT CAPACITIES
AND RESTRICTIONS

i DCM

CONSISTENT MANAGEMENT
ALONG TIME FRAMES
FINITE PLANNING AND
DISPATCHING
COORDINATED INTEGRATION
OF SUPPLIERS

1 3 5 7
2 4 6

ROLLING DEMAND/
CAPACITY ADJUSTMENT
SUSTAINABLE ANCHORING
WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION

© Porsche Consulting

7 SPEEDS
TO REV UP
REACTIVE
CAPACITY
Methodology iDCM

Rolling, standardized comparisons of demand and capacity by all the departments involved form a central
module of i DCM. They reveal incipient overload and underload situations in production and in the supply
chain. Thanks to this early warning system, sales, production, and procurement can solve conflict situations before it’s too late. Together they agree on capacities and take them into account when dispatching
orders. The result is a production program that can be put into practice. Comparing demand and capacity
is something like a high-performance transmission. The right shift points are important, and also the
ability to react quickly when shifting gears.
When an integrated demand and capacity management system is introduced, large-scale interventions
are generally needed as well. “This system only becomes truly sustainable when the processes also
take on the right organizational form,” says Fiebig, who used to be a project manager for demand and
capacity management in the “customer-to-customer process” at the Porsche sports car company. i DCM
therefore creates new centralized organizational units out of what used to be separate functions, to which
all information on demand and capacity flows. Only at such nodes can decisions be made on a rapid and
interdepartmental basis, and then be put successfully into practice immediately thereafter.
“Targeted change management is very important here,” says Till Friedrich, a partner at Porsche Consulting.
“After all, processes are not the only things that change. The attitudes and behaviors of all the employees
involved have to shift as well.” In order to achieve this, Porsche Consulting has developed a special training program. It is well suited as an initial introduction to the i DCM project. It enables the positive effects
of i DCM to be experienced in interdepartmental teams—on a purely playful level, of course. But it is the
first step toward practical implementation. And toward plannable action that provides reliable protection
against unpleasant and unnecessary surprises.
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LSG SKY CHEFS

HIGH-FLYING CUISINE
LSG Sky Chefs, the giant in-flight service provider,
prepares more than 500 million meals a year. It is
absolutely crucial that these meals be of excellent
and uniform quality if the Lufthansa subsidiary is
to succeed against global competition. With support
from Porsche Consulting, the company has further
enhanced the quality of its catering services.
This makes the day-to-day work of its employees
easier as well.

Sven HeITkAmP

OLAF HermAnn

T

he Airbus destined for Frankfurt has reached its prescribed flight altitude and is humming along above the
clouds. The passengers are leaning back in their seats,
reading their papers or scrolling through iPads while the
flight attendants start to serve lunch. There is a choice

between pasta and chicken, with beverages including water, fruit
juices, and red wine. It’s just another day at 11,000 meters in the air.

Few of the passengers have any idea of the enormous logistics that go
into producing these compact meals. But precisely that is the job of
LSG Sky Chefs. With 30,000 employees and approximately 26 percent
62
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FOR HIGH FLYERS

of the market, this Lufthansa subsidiary is the world’s largest provider

tomato would be an error. As would cutting fruit into four instead of

in the global in-flight service sector. It makes more than 500 million

the specified six pieces. The industry is known for its high level of pres-

meals a year for people of every cultural background.

sure, and its zero tolerance for error. A passenger should never feel
disadvantaged. “Our delivery must always be 100 percent correct,” says

The key to the company’s success consists of uniform, superior quality

Dr. Udo Lange, Senior vice President Operational excellence.

standards for customers all around the world, regardless of whether they
are located in europe, Asia, the middle east, north America, or South

In order to further optimize delivery reliability for its more than

America. For all of them, as far as the company is concerned, a tomato

300 airline customers, this in-flight service provider sought support

is never just a tomato. If a customer wants a cherry tomato as a garnish,

from Porsche Consulting. “Our stated aim was to introduce higher

that is what it will be—substituting even a different type of cocktail

quality into the entire system,” says Björn Scheel, vice President

p
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Management-System, genannt OQMS: ein ausgeklügeltes, aber einfa-

Fast alles wird von Hand gemacht, mehr als 300 Mitarbeiter sind hier

ches Frühwarnsystem von Qualitätskreisläufen, das die LSG-Sky-Chefs-

beschäftigt. Flexibilität ist dabei besonders wichtig, denn das Catering-

Küchen auf klaren Kurs hält und eine einfache Übersicht über die Leis-

geschäft ist extrem schnelllebig. Airlines wechseln regelmäßig ihre

tung der einzelnen Bereiche gibt (siehe auch rechts: „Qualität erzeugen“).

Menüs, um ihren Passagieren Abwechslung zu bieten. Dafür erarbeiten Menüdesigner von LSG Sky Chefs gemeinsam mit den Catering-

Das Customer Service Centre am International Airport in Brüssel-

experten der Fluggesellschaften die einzelnen Mahlzeiten. Die neuen

Zaventem ist dabei nicht einfach eine Großküche. Es ist ein Werk.

Menüspezifikationen müssen dann entsprechend in der Küche umge-

Laster beliefern das Hochregallager mit allem, was sich die Gäste

setzt werden. Dabei hilft jetzt das OQMS. An fünf Schnittstellen von

an Bord wünschen – von der Babymilch über die Schokocreme bis

den Lagern über die Küchen bis zur Auslieferung wurden nach gründ-

zur Reissuppe. Die einzelnen angelieferten Produkte werden aus dem

licher Analyse der Produktionsprozesse sogenannte Qualitäts-Tore ein-

Warenlager nach Bedarf in den Kreislauf des Werks gebracht. Frisches

geführt. Wurde bisher erst kurz vor Auslieferung die Ware stichpro-

Obst und Gemüse kommt in die sogenannte kalte Küche, während in

benartig geprüft, wird dort nun nach jedem Arbeitsgang der Stand

der warmen Küche die Speisen für den Hauptgang der First Class in

der Dinge kontrolliert.

großen Töpfen und Pfannen zubereitet werden. Die Bordmenüs werden
anschließend sofort heruntergekühlt, um den strengen Hygienevorschrif-

„Die Grundidee war, Qualitätschecks dort anzusetzen, wo die Arbeit

ten zu entsprechen. Nachdem die Speisen einheitlich auf den Tabletts

gemacht wird – nicht erst am Ende der Wertschöpfungskette“, sagt

der Airlines ausgedeckt wurden, werden diese in Trolleys gepackt und

Björn Scheel. Damit wurde die Verantwortung von der Qualitätsabtei-

warten dann im Kühlhaus auf den Transport zum jeweiligen Flugzeug. Bis

lung stärker den Mitarbeitern übertragen. Die stetigen Kontrollen be-

zu 35 000 Mahlzeiten kann der Standort Brüssel ausliefern – pro Tag. In

deuten zwar einen gewissen Aufwand, „aber wir sparen zugleich viel

den großen Arbeitsbereichen und verwinkelten Gängen herrscht um die

Zeit durch bessere Betriebsabläufe“, so der Betriebsleiter in Brüssel,

Mittagszeit Hochbetrieb. Köche walzen Teig auf riesigen Blechen aus,

Tony Green. Das spüren auch die Mitarbeiter: Musste bisher zuweilen

Kessel dampfen. Es riecht nach Koriander, Mango, Hühnchen oder fri-

eilig im Haus telefoniert und eine Lieferung kurz vor Abflug nachgebes-

schem Brot. An langen Tischen richten Mitarbeiter reihenweise identisch

sert werden, weil vielleicht ein Besteck oder eine Zutat fehlte, ist in der

aussehende Salatschälchen an. Vor ihnen steht ein Golden Standard –

Küche jetzt mehr Ruhe eingetreten. „Das rote Telefon“, sagt Björn

eine Musterportion, die tausendfach exakt kopiert wird.

Scheel, „klingelt nicht mehr.“
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Mustergültig wird Teller für Teller bei den LSG Sky Chefs

Damit ein einheitliches Bild geschaffen wird, muss die Qualität

angerichtet.

kontinuierlich geprüft und visualisiert werden.

Porsche Consulting GmbH – Porschestraße 1 – 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen – Deutschland – Telefon: +49-(0)711-911-12111 – E-Mail: kontakt@porsche-consulting.com – Internet: www.porsche-consulting.com

Mit dem Operativen Qualitäts-Management-System (OQMS)

Feedbacks und Briefings der Kollegen. „OQMS hilft uns, Pro-

schafft LSG Sky Chefs mehr Transparenz und Gleichmäßigkeit

bleme zu identifizieren und Lösungen zu entwickeln“, sagt

in der Produktion.

Patrick Vrolix, Director Operations in Brüssel. „Wir erklären
den Kollegen, was wir tun und warum wir es tun. Wir haben

Die besten Antworten auf komplizierte Fragen sind möglichst

nun Fakten an der Hand, die Gespräche verlaufen weniger emo-

simpel. So wie das Operative Qualitäts-Management-System,

tional und die Mitarbeiter sind motiviert, etwas zu verbessern.“

das Porsche Consulting bei LSG Sky Chefs in Brüssel eingeführt hat. Kern ist das Einrichten sogenannter Qualitäts-Tore
an fünf Schnittstellen der Produktion: in den Lagern, den kal-

„Das simpel wirkende Prinzip hat eine ganze Reihe positiver
Folgen“, betont Pieter Claes, Director Special Projects and Re-

ten und warmen Küchen, der Tablettausdeckung und an der

engineering bei LSG Sky Chefs in Brüssel: Rückmeldungen er-

Rampe. Die „Q-Gates“ sind nicht zu übersehen. Über den

folgen in Echtzeit aus dem eigenen Haus – nicht erst Wochen

Durchgängen zum nächsten Arbeitsbereich hängen rote Schil-

später vom Kunden. Dank der großen Datensammlungen las-

der an der Decke, unter denen Qualität und Quantität jedes

sen sich Fehlerquellen besser entdecken. Arbeitsprozesse wer-

Arbeitsgangs einzeln gecheckt werden. Erst dann wechseln die

den standardisiert, Mitarbeiter gezielter geschult. So hat

Waren in den nächsten Produktionsbereich weiter. Grundprin-

OQMS messbar die Produktion verbessert, die Null-Fehler-

zip: Nimm keine Fehler an, gib keine Fehler weiter!

Produktionsraten stiegen schon in den ersten Monaten um
16 Prozent. Verschwendung und Abfälle wurden um ein Viertel

Wird etwa das Frühstück für einen Frühflug vorbereitet, sind

reduziert, Durchlaufzeiten teils halbiert.

alle Produkte entsprechend der Bestellliste der Airline exakt zu
packen: 80 Stück Butter, 80 Marmeladegläschen, 80 Brötchen

Bereits 2010 hatten die Porsche-Berater LSG Sky Chefs bei der

und so weiter. Die Mitarbeiter tragen alles, was sie auf Roll-

Einführung eines weltweiten Produktionssystems unterstützt.

wagen bereitstellen, in die Tabellen ein, die unter den roten

Dank der erfolgreichen Kooperation wurde nun auch das Qua-

Hinweisschildern hängen: Sind alle Zutaten vorhanden? Wurde

litätsmanagement gemeinsam neu organisiert. Brüssel ist das

vielleicht irische Butter durch deutsche ersetzt? Stimmte der

Pilotprojekt für den ganzen Konzern. OQMS wird nun in den

Zeitablauf? Ebenso werden die fertig bestückten Tablettwagen

Großbetrieben weltweit ausgerollt, zunächst an den Standorten

in den Küchen kontrolliert, ehe sie Richtung Flugzeug rollen
dürfen.

Frankfurt, Hongkong und Dallas. „Insgesamt“, so Udo Lange,
„wird die Umstellung drei Jahre dauern.“

Die Kennzahlen werden unter fünf großen Buchstaben notiert:
SQCDP – für Safety, Quality, Costs, Delivery Service und People, also Sicherheit, Qualität, Kosten, Liefertreue und Mitarbeiter. Die großen Lettern sind in Felder für alle Tage des Monats

LSG SKY CHEFS
IN ZAHLEN

unterteilt, die Tageswerte werden je nach Güte grün oder rot
markiert. So sieht jeder Kollege sofort, was glatt lief und was

Die LSG Lufthansa Service Holding AG ist eine

nicht. Die akribische Buchführung ist kein Selbstzweck: In

hundertprozentige Tochtergesellschaft der Deutschen

Teambesprechungen und auf Leitungsebene werden die Ergeb-

Lufthansa AG. Alle Airline-Catering-Aktivitäten sind

nisse regelmäßig ausgewertet. Zu jedem Schichtbeginn gibt es

unter der Marke LSG Sky Chefs zusammengefasst.
Die Unternehmen der LSG-Sky-Chefs-Gruppe erzielten
2012 einen Umsatz von 2,5 Milliarden Euro.
LSG Sky Chefs beliefert mehr als 300 Airline-Kunden
an 209 Flughäfen auf der Welt. 2012 wurden insgesamt
527 Millionen Mahlzeiten zubereitet.
LSG Sky Chefs hat rund 30 000 Mitarbeiter
in 211 Cateringbetrieben. Sie sind in
52 Ländern vertreten.
© Porsche Consulting

Methodik OQMS

Porsche Consulting M E T H O D I K

Qualität erzeugen –
AB DEM ERSTEN ARBEITSSCHRITT

Porsche Consulting

NEW SITE
IN HAMBURG
The city of Hamburg is not only Germany’s most important site for foreign trade but also one of northern Europe’s major
commercial and economic centers. Around 2,100 large and medium-sized companies are represented in this metropolis of
1.8 million people. These are only a few of the many good reasons that have convinced Porsche Consulting to open its
second site in Germany here. “We have long wished to establish a strong presence in this Hanseatic city,” says President
and CEO Eberhard Weiblen.
This past April, the management consultancy company opened its new office in the district of Eppendorf, allowing it to
provide more intensive services to existing and future clients in northern Germany. The team’s approximately 40 members
provide consulting services primarily to companies in the shipbuilding, aviation and aerospace, automotive and mechanical
engineering, and media industries. The Hamburg office is also looking closely at newer industries. “We will be increasing our
activities in the areas of alternative energy and wind power,” says Oliver Kayser, a partner at Porsche Consulting who is also
the manager of the new office.
The Hamburg office now becomes the sixth site of the corporate consulting company founded in 1994, which is headquartered
in Bietigheim-Bissingen near Stuttgart. Porsche Consulting also has subsidiaries in Milan (Italy), São Paulo (Brazil), Atlanta
(USA), and Shanghai (China). The office in northern Germany is looking to hire additional consultants.
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All is quiet.
Only the performance principle speaks volumes.
The new 911 Turbo.

50 Years of the Porsche 911 – Tradition: Future

Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 13.2 · extra urban 7.7 · combined 9.7; CO2 emissions 227 g/km

